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AGREEMENT made this 1st day of January 2001 by and between
THE COUNTY OF COLUMBIA, a municipal corporation of the State of New York with offices
in the County Court House, Hudson, New York, hereinafter referred to as the "COUNTY," and
UNITED PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYEES UNION, with offices located in Albany, New York,
hereinafter referred to as "Union."
WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to promote hannonious and cooperative relationships between
them in accordance with the policy expressed in the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, Article
XIV of the Civil Service Law (Sections 200-212), and;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the prom~ses, it is mutually agreed between the parties
as follows:
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION AND DUES DEDUCTIONS
SECTION 1 - RECOGNITION
The County recognizes the United Public Service Employees Union as the sole and exclusive
representative for all employees of the County, excluding seasonable employees, elected and
appointed officials, heads of departments, deputy department heads, all confidential
secretaries, all attorneys and the titles set forth on the attached Appendix "A" as well as all
employees of the Sheriff s Department, for the purpose of collective negotiations, for all
conditions or employment and the administration of grievances, for the maximum period
stipulated by the Public Employees Fair Employment Law.
.-
SECTION 2 - ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
a. Dues Deduction
The County shall deduct from the wages of employees and remit to UPSEU, regular
membership dues for those employees who signed authorizations permitting such
payroll deduction. Dues collected shall be transmitted to.the United Public Service
Employees Union at 3555 Veterans Highway, Suite H, Ronkonkoma, New York,
11779, who shall be responsible for such funds and all payments or distribution to
be made on behalf of employees.
b. Agency Fee
The County shall deduct from the wages or salaries of those members of the
bargaining unit who are not members of UPSEU, a service fee (agency fee)
equivalent to the total amount of per capita dues paid by members ofUPSEU. The
agency fees shall be deducted in the same manner as the payroll deduction of dues
and transmitted properly to UPSEU unless the non-member has paid the total agency
fee directly to UPSEU. Any bargaining unit member subject to the agency fee charge
who is employed for less than a full year shall pay a service fee equivalent to the pro
rata portion of the total annual per capita dues paid by members of UPSEU.
The County agrees to deduct agency fees pursuant to the provisions of Section 208
of the Civil Service Law.
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UPSEU hereby agrees to indemnify the County and hold harmless the County
regarding any claims and suits pertaining to agency shop deductions. This includes'
legal fees and other expenses and costs incurred in defending such claims and suits
in any forum, and any judgments or awards resulting therefrom.
SECTION 3 - PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
a. Exclusive'Right
The UPSEU shall have the exclusive right t<;>payroll dues deductions.
b. Dues and Group Insurance Authorization
The County shall deduct from the wages of the employees who sign authorization
cards or who are subject to the Agency Shop provision of this Agreement payroll
deductions for:
1. Membership dues - or Agency Shop Fees
11. All UPSEU Group InsUrance Plans, so long as there is computer capability
on the County's computer system
111. The Columbia-Green Public Employees Federal Credit Union
c. Remittance
Deductions for Membership dues and UPSEU Group Insurance shall be made
uniformly and consistently on each pay day of the month. Funds thus collected shall
be transmitted to the United Public Service Employees Union Benefits Plan at 3555
Veterans Highway, Suite H, Ronkonkoma, New York. 11779, who shall be
responsible for said funds and all payment or distribution to be made on behalf of
employees.
-~
~- I
d. Continuation
Deductions authorized by any employee shall continue as so authorized unless and
until such employees notify the County of their desire to discontinue or to change
such authorization in writing. Notification of discontinuance of deductions shall be
in writing and signed by the employee and submitted to the COWltyin triplicate. One
copy shall be forwarded to the UPSEU by the County and one copy shall be retained
by the County.
e. Responsibilitv for Deducted Monies
The UPSEU assumes responsibility for the disposition of such funds so deducted
once they are turned over to the UPSEU.
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ARTICLE n
COMPENSATION
SECTION 1 -TITLES~ DESIGNATION AND GRADES
All titles, designations and grades for respective titles shall be as shown on Schedule B
annexed. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to imply that titles excluded from the
teims of this Agreement under Article I, Section 1 are included by reference in Schedule B.
SECTION 2 - COMPENSATION SCHEDULE
a. Effective Dates
Current salaries for employees in the bargainingunit shall be modified as follows:
Effective January 1,2001, three percent (3%);
Effective January 1, 2002, three and one-quarter percent (3.25%)
Effective January 1, 2003, three and one-half percent (3.5%).
Compensation shall be paid for the 2001, 2002 and 2003 calendar years as. per
Appendix "C."
SECTION 3 - COMPENSATION PLAN - ADMINISTRATION RULES
a. Probation Period
Employees shall be required to satisfactorily serve a twelve (12) month probationary
period before becoming permanent. Employees who are promoted shall be required
to serve a six (6) month probationary period before becoming permanent in the new
title.
-- b. Transfer or Reassignment
Upon transfer or reassignment to a new position, there shall be no immediate change
in the annual salary of an employee unless his salary at the time of such transfer or
reassignment is below the salary grade to which the new position is allocated.
Should an employee be reassigned or transferred to a position title which is allocated
to a salary grade having a higher salary than the grade from which he was reassigned,
such transfer or reassignment shall be considered a promotion and the legal
provisions governing promotions shall apply.
c. Salary Levels
All employees covered under this agreement shall be,paid compensation based upon
Appendix "C" annexed hereto. Employees upon hire, shall be paid the applicable
starting salary (Step 1) during the fITst 12 months of employment. During the 12th
through 24thmonth of employment, said employees shall be paid on Step 2. During
the 24th
-
36thmonth of employment the employee shall move to Step 3 qfthe Salary
Schedule. After 36 months of employment the employee shall move to grade rate
(Step 4). The schedule is developed by establishing grade 1 at fifteen percent (15%)
below grade rate, grade 2 at ten percent (10%) below grade rate and grade 3 at five
percent (5%) below grade rate.
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d. Temporarv Assignment
Except as specified in this sub-division, an employee temporarily appointed to a
vacant position allocated to a higher salary grade shall be paid the salary for that
position up<?nappointment. Upon return to his original position, he shall return to
his original title and prevailing salary for that title.
In the event that an employee is assigned temporarily to perfonn duties of a higher
classification in an emergency situation, other than a position vacancy, and serves in
such capacity for more than a total of ten (10) working days in six month periods, he
shall be entitled to a rate of pay for such higher classification from the eleventh (11)
working day of such assignment and thereafter during the balance of that six (6)
month period.
e. Reinstatements
An employee who is reinstated to a position which is allocated to a specific salary
grade shall be paid the salary for the position to which he is reinstated.
f. Per Diem and Hourlv Emulovees
PART TIME
Employees who serve on a per diem or hourly basis shall receive an hourly rate of
pay based upon the designated grade level for the position unless othe~se specified
herein. Such employees shall not be entitled to benefits unless specified herein.
SECTION 4 - PAY PERIOD
a. Pay Period .
In matters affecting County Employees, the pay period shall be interpreted as
consisting of ten (10) working days or two (2) calendar weeks, whichever is the
longest.
-.
SECTION 5 - PREMIUM PAY
a. Shift Differential
All employees at the Pine Haven Home and the Night watch person in the
Department of Public Works working in shifts other than the day shift shall receive
shift differential of30~ per hour. Effective January 1,2002, shift differential shall
be increased to 75~ per hour. .
.
b. Weekend Differential (Pine Haven)
All employees required to work weekends as part of their regular schedule, shall
receive a differential of 50~ per hour for each hour worked. For purposes of this
provision, the differential shall apply to six weekend shifts commencing 11:00 p.m.
on Friday and ending 11:00 p.m. on Sunday. The weekend differential shall not be
paid to employees who work on a weekend on an overtime basis and which is not
part of their regular schedule. Effective January), 2002, weekend differential shall
be increased to 75~ per hour and effective January 1, 2003, to $1.00 per hour.
o . . Weekend differential shall only be paid for time worked.
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c.
(4)
Overtime Pay
(1) Employees shall be entitled to time and one-half their regular rate of pay for
authorized work performed in excess of forty (40) hours in any work week.
(2) Employees' regular daily shift schedules will not be changed for the express
purpose of avoiding overtime payments.
(3) All compensated time shall be considered as time worked for the purposes of
overtime compensation. Non-pay status shall not be considered as time
worked. An employee who is called in shall be paid the flat two-hour payor
if more than two hours are worked by the employee, then the actual number
of hours worked shall be paid.
Employees who are scheduled to work overtime on a regularly scheduled
shift such as scheduled night hours and evening hours in the DMV shall be
entitled to receive overtime at time and one-half the hourly rate of pay for
hours in excess of eight (8) hours in one shift.
Distribution of Overtime
(1) Overtime opportunities shall be distributed to employees working within the
same job classification and department or unit subdivision thereof (such as
highway outpost).
d.
..
(2)
(3)
(4)
Within the operational needs of the County, the opportunity to work overtime
shall be offered to employees on a rotating basis within the job classifications
in the department of subdivision thereof where the overtime exists. When-an
employee either accepts or rejects an overtime request, his name. shall be
rotated to the bottom of the overtime list. If an employee refuses overtime,
it shall be offered. to the next employee whose name appears on the overtime
roster except that the snow and ice overtime distribution procedure currently
in effect in the Highway Department shall be continued. There shall be one
overtime list of drivers which shall include all MEa's and laborers with
appropriate licensure.
Where an employee is working on a work assignment which cannot be
completed within the employee's work day, the employer may continue the
assignment beyond the work day on an overtime basis without using the
overtime roster.
The following procedure shall be in effect in the Highway Department during
snow.and ice season:
(a) Each driver and helper shall be assigned a particular route to either
clear, sand or plow with an assigned vehi~le;
(b) When the particular route, in management's opinion, needs to be
serviced (such as in (1) above), the employees who are assigned to
that route shall be called in to service said route.
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Years of Service Longevity 4-mount Effective Effective
January 1, 2002 January 1, 2003
6 - 10 $400.00 $400.00 $400.00
11-15 $750.00 $750.00 $750.00
16 - 20 $1,200.00 $1,300.00 $1,400.00
Over 21 $1,700.00 $1,800.00 $1,900.00
. . ...... . .........
,. ........
.
"...~
~.. u. . . _'. ...'.. '. .. .. ....
(c) In the event that another route needs to be serviced for a small area or
a particular spot, the assigned crewman need not be called out if in
the opinion of management, it may be accomplished by a crew from
another route.
..
(d) A record of overtime opportunities offered ~oeach employee shall be
posted on the departmental bulletin board monthly.
(5) Pine Haven Mandatorv Overtime Distribution
Mandatory overtime shall be distributed after exhausting ~e voluntary
overtime roster. Mandatory overtime shall be distributed on a rotating basis
in inverse senioritY. Employees working overtime that day shall be exempt
from mandatory overtime.
(6) Call In Time
If an employee is requested to be called in by the employer on an emergency
call in basis, the employer shall provide a minimum of three (3) hours pay at
the applicable rate.
SECTION 6 - LONGEVITY PAYMENT
a. Schedule of Payments
Employees shall receive longevity increments added to the employee's annual salary
on the employee's seniority date as follows:
SECTION 7 - ON-CALLCOMPENSATION
Any employee who is required by either New York State or Local Statute Rule or Regulation
to be on call for a planned and designated period of time shall receive compensation at the
rate of twelve hours compensatory time or straight time pay at the election of the employee
for every ()ne(1) full week on call duty. This time shall be credited upon completion of each
full weeks on call duty. The provisions of this section shall not be construed to apply to any
employee other than employee's graded Flat Professional. Under no circumstances shall the
above time be used in the computation of overtime payor eligibility for overtime pay.
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SECTION 8'- FLAT PROFESSIONAL OVERTIME
Any Flat Professional employee required to work any hours in excess of their normal seven
hour workd~y will be compensated at the rate of time and one half their regular rate of pay
for any hours worked in excess of eight hours in anyone day. The hour between seven hours
and eight hours will be compensated at the regular rate of pay and at the employees option
be utilized as compensatory time off at their regular rate of pay. .Compensatory time shall
be compensated atthe regular rate of pay for the first five hours in any given week and at the
rate of time and one-half for any hours in excess of 40.
The employees shall report any overtime worked to his immediate Supervisor or Department
Head during his/her regular scheduled work shift on such forms as the Department may
reqUITe.
Time recorded shall be cumulative time. All time after the end of a regularly scheduled shift
shall be posted and computed on the next regularly scheduled workday for that Department.
All time occurring between the end of the regularly scheduled work week and the beginning
of the next regularly scheduled work week shall be accumulatively totaled as if worked on
the 1st day of the next work week.
This time period shall be called "week end" time regardless of which two (2) days may be
actually scheduled for a particular employee.
--
SECTION 9 - MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT
Employees authorized to use their personal car to conduct County business shall be
reimbursed at the rate of the allowable deduction under the Internal Revenue Service rules.
Changes in the IRS allowable deduction shall be applied prospectively and shall be effective
on the January 1st in the year taxes are flied after the change.
SECTION 10 - TOOL ALLOWANCE
a. All mechanicsshall receive an annual tool allowanceof$250.00. Eligibility for tool
allowanceshall include shop foreman, welders and auto mechanics.
b. In order to receive reimbursement, employees shall be required to submit receipts for
purchased tools. If an employee does not submit receipts for the total tool allowance,
the remainder shall be taxable income.
SECTION 11 - SHOE ALLOWANCE
All DPW/Building Maintenance (excluding Administrative and Clerical employees), Jail
Nurses and Pine Haven employees (excluding Administrative and Clerical Personnel) shall
receive a shoe allowance in the amount of$50.00 per employee. Effective January 1,2002,
the shoe allowance shall be increased to $100.00 per year for the life of the contract. Shoes
shall be selected by the County and purchased through a vendor selected by the County.
With respect to employees of Pine Haven, if there is no viable vendor, the current County
practice shall continue.
Employees in addition to the above and as designated by the department head, shall receive
the shoe allowanceupon designation pursuant to currentpractice~. '
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Effective *750/0 *85% *95%
2001 $175.00 $200.00 $225.00
2002 $200.00 $225.00 $250.00
2003 $225.00 $250.00 $275.00
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Each DPW employee shall receive two (2) tee-shirts annually. Effective January 1,2002,
DPW employees shall receive three (3) tee-shirts annually.
. ,
The partys' Memorandum of Agreement of May 20, 2000 concerning the shoe alJ..owance
shall be deemed incorporated herein.
SECTION 12 - STANDBY/DPW
* Of winter call-outs between November 15th and March 31st of each year.
In order to receive the incentive, an employee must be called out ten (10) or more times
during the season. Effective January 1, 2002, the mechanic/spare callout requirement shall
be eight (8). If an individual is called and not contacted or refuses to respond on two (2)
consecutive occasions, that .employee becomes ineligible for participation in the incentive
plan. In order for the employee to be reinstated to eligibility, the employee must respond to
three (3) consecutive non-standby call outs. When restored to eligibility, the employee shall
be credited with the number of responses which preceded the two (2) occasions of non-
response, but will not be credited with the three responses from non-standby status which
restored eligibility. Response payment shall be made as a separate check, not added to base,
to be paid at the end of the season, but no later than June 1st.
--
SECTION 13 - CDL FEES
The County shall pay the full cost of testing and special endorsement (Hazmet, Tanker) cost
for any highway employee wanting endorsements added to his license. Employees shall be
permitted one (1) failure for payment purposes.
ARTICLE III
WORKDAY, WORKWEEK
a. Normal WorkDay - Work Week
The nonnal work week for all employees of the County of Columbia shall not in any event
be in excess of forty (40) hours, consisting of five (5) consecutive work days not in excess
of eight (8) hours per day. Employees shall have two consecutive twenty-four hour days, a
total of forty-eight consecutive hours off each week. Except in the event of emergencies and
field employees, employees shall finish their work day at the place it began. This provision
shall not affect employees at the Pine Haven Home.
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Employees who normally work a 35 hour week and who are required to work in excess of
35 hours shall receive'their regular hourly rate of pay up to 40 hours per week. Time worked
in excess of forty hours shall be at the rate of time and one half the regular hourly rate.
The County agrees that the current scheduling practice on Thursdays only in the Department
of Motor Vehicles will continue for the duration of this Agreemen~. Thursday evening hours
at the Department of Motor Vehicles and Mental Health shall be suspended when Friday is
celebrated as a holiday. However, the County reserves the right, to reduce or eliminate the
scheduling practice in the Department of Motor Vehicles on Thursdays. Nothing herein shall
be construed to reduce or comprise the County's right as an employer.
, Pavin~ Crew
Designated employees in the Highway Department will work on a voluntary basis for
ten hour days per week at straight time wages in the summertime on the paving crew.
b.
Pine Haven Home,
The County agrees to guarantee every other weekend off for Pine Haven Home
employees.
c.
Change in Schedule
The County may establish new or alter existing work days or work weeks, upon
fourteen (14) calendar days notice, except in an emergency, to the Union and affected
employees. This shall not be a waiver of any Taylor Law right of the Union to
demand impact negotiations.
d.
ARTICLE IV
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY
a. Designated Holidays
All employees shall be entitled to time offwith pay on the following twelve holidays:
*3.
*4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
I.
2.
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King's Birthday
Abraham Lincoln's Birthday
George Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
* Either Lincoln's and Washington's Birthday shall be designated a floating holiday
pursuant to New York State schedule. The floating holiday can be used between
January 15tand December 315tof each year for the state named floating holiday. If
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an employee leaves employment between January 1st and the holiday and has used
the day, the County can recoup the cost of said day.
In order to be paid for a holiday, an employee must be in .a pay status. on the
employee's work day immediately preceding and following the holiday. (For
example, if a holiday falls on a Monday, the employee must be in a pay status on the
preceding Friday and the Tuesday following the holiday, in order to be paid for the
holiday). For those employees who are required to work on a holiday, and who
.
receive another scheduledday off in lieu thereof, the holiday shall be deemed to be
the day that the employee is scheduled to observe the holiday. The employee must
be on pay status on the work day immediately preceding and following the day which
is observed as the holiday.
b. Guaranteed Holidays
Should any of the above holidays fall on a Saturday, Sunday or normal workday,
employees shall be granted another day in lieu thereof. The desires of the employee
with respect to the rescheduled holiday shall be considered except where work load
or assignments would dictate otherwise. Should it be impossible due to work loads
or assignments to schedule an "in .lieu" day, then such day shall be added to the
employee's vacation time.
Pine Haven Holidays
Employees who work Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day and Columbus
Day shall be paid two times their hourly rate for the day. If any of the above holidays
falls on an employee's regular day off, they shall receive an additional days pay for
the holiday. With respects to Martin Luther King's Birthday, Election Day, and
Veteran's Day holidays, employees, whether they work the day or not, shall have a
choice of an in-lieu day or pay for the day. The employee must notify the
Department Head whether the employee wishes the holiday payor an in-lieu day
prior to the posting of the schedule. Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and New
Year's Day shall be paid pursuant to Section 5(c) of this Article.
c. Work On Holidavs
Employees who work on Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New Year's Day
shall be paid one and one-half times their regular rate of pay in addition to the
holiday pay for time worked on such days. Those employees deemed part-time shall
receive holiday pay in addition to their regular pay for working on the holidays set
forth herein.
. HighwayDepartment employees who work on ChristmasD.ayshall be paid double
time their regular rate of pay in addition to the holiday pay for time worked on such
days.
d. In order to be paid for holiday, an employee must be in a pay status on the
employee's work day immediately preceding and following the holiday. (For
example, if a holiday falls on a Monday, the employee must be in a pay status on the
preceding Friday and the Tuesday following the holiday, in order to be paid for the
holiday).
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Length of Employment Vacation Yearly Eq.
Days Days
Begin of 1st year through completionof 1 day per month 12
4th year of service
Begin of 5thyear through completion of 1.25 days per month 15
9thyear of service
Begin of 10thyear through completion 1.583 days per 19
"
of 14thyear of service month
Begin of 15thyear through completion 1.833 days per 22
of 19thyear of service month
Begin of 20thyear of service 2 days per month 24
Effective January 1, 2002, 20thyear of 2.08 days per month 25
servIce
ARTICLE V
VACA TION WITH PAY
. ,
sEctiON 1 - VACATION SCHEDULE AND RULES
a. Vacation Schedule
1. Subject to the limitations set forth herein, County employees shall accrue
vacation with pay in accordance with the following schedule:
.-
.-
2. Employee shall earn and use vacation as follows. During the first year of
employment, the employee shall accrue, but shall not be eligible to use
vacation. Beginning on the employees first seniority date (beginning the
second year of employment), the employee may use vacation accrued"in the
previous year. During the second year of employment, and in subsequent
years, employees shall continue to accrue vacation as set forth in paragraph
1 above~ An employee shall not be entitled to use accrued vacation until the
employee seniority date following the year of accrual.
b. Anniversary Date .
1. All employees in the bargaining unit shall have as their anniversary date their
actual seniority date, which shall be their date of hire with the County. (See
Article X, Section 5.a).
SECTION 2 - VACATION RULES AND PROCEDURES
a. Period of "Employment
The period of employment referred to above shall be a period of continuous service
in County employment except where otherwise provided or mandated by statute. A
"day" of vacation shall be a working day, i.e., one on which the employee would be
engaged in the regular duties of his employment, were it not for the vacation.
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Temporary employment and any unpaid leave of absence shall not be credited
towards continuous employment for credit towards length of employment on the
vacation schedule.
An employee shall be credited with all benefit accumulation only while actually
carried on a regular County payroll - either for partial or foIl pay.
b. Vacation Scheduling
1. Employees will have the right to request specific periods of vacation time
which will be granted unless the workload demands of the employee's
department prevent his being absent. In this latter case, vacation shall be
scheduled at another time mutually agreed upon by the employee and the
Department Head, consistent with the rules and procedures established
herein.
2. By March lSth of each year in the contract, vacation schedules shall be
posted. Employees must submit their vacation requests by April 15\ A
Department.Head shall post the vacation schedule by AprillSth. Vacations
shall be subject to the operational needs of the Department Head and shall be
scheduled by seniority. Once approved, an employee's vacation cannot be
displaced by a more senior employee. After April ISth, vacation requests
shall be based upon the operational needs of the Department.
c. Vacation Carry Over
January 1st shall be the vacation carry over status date for all employees. Employees
may carry ov~r from one calendar year to the.next not more than one (1) years earned
vacation (i.e. for that employee) plus ten (10) unused vacation days (fifteen (1S) days
effective January 1, 2002). No exceptions to this maximum caiTy over will be
allowed. Unused vacation exceeding this maximum will be forfeited.
--
--
d. Mandatory Vacation Use
No employee may, except as herein provided use more than one years vacation
entitlement during any calendar year.
No exception to this rule may be allowed unless due to the application of a County
Administrative rule an employee is required to use all vacation time accumUlated,
e.g. prior to granting of any urtpaid leave an employee must have used all
accumulated vacation days.
e. Vacation Entitlement Defined
Vacation Entitlement for purposes of the Article means the number of days an
employee earned or is entitled to during the last full calendar year of service.
f. Vacation Sell Back - Pine Haven Only
Employees with ten (10) or more years of service shall be permitted to sell back five
(S) vacation days in each year of the contract. Notice to sell back must be given no
later than the first payroll period in November, with payment in the first payroll
period in December. '
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SECTION 3 -SEPARATION FROM SERVICE OR DEATH OF AN EMPLOYEE
a. Separation From Service
Upon separation from service, either by reason of resignation, tennination or
retirement with the County, an employee shall be entitled to receive payment for all
unused vacation time.
.
. ..
b. Deceased Employees
The County shall pay to the estate of a deceased employee the pro-rata vacation
entitlement earned by that employee until the time of death.
ARTICLE VI
LEAVES
SECTION 1 -SICK LEAVE
a. Definition
Absence from duty by an employee of Columbia County by reason of sickness or
disability of himself or herself by reason of illness, or disability of his or her family
shall be allowed as provided in this section and not otherwise, including absence due
to medical appointment associated with such illness. Absence from duty for such
reasons, if duly granted by the Department Head, shall be considered and known as
"Sick Leave". The following regulation shall govern such absence for duty.
b. Eligibility
An employee of Columbia County may be absent from duty on account of sickness
or disability. Every leave for such absence is granted by the Department Head. Any
sick leave so granted shall be reported to the County Civil Service Commission as
hereinafter provided.
c. Requirements
No employee shall receive any part of his compensation while absent from duty
because of sickness or disability except as herein provided.
d. Annual Sick Leave Credits
An employee of Columbia County shall be granted sick leave with pay of one (1)
working day a month or twelve (12) working days a year. Such sick leave with pay
shall be granted to the employee by the Department Head, or designee.
New or returning employees shall be credited one (1) day sick leave for the fust
month, if work commences prior to the beginning of the second payroll period of the
month.
Employees hired after the execution of this agreement shall be ineligible for sick
leave with pay for the first six (6) months of employment. At the end of six (6)
months, the employee shall receive six (6) months leave accruals.
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e. Accumulated Sick Leave Credits
The twelve working days a year to be allowed an employee for sick leave with pay
may hereafter be accumulated at the rate of one (1) day a month until a total of 220
days is reached, and may be kept to his credit for future sick leave with pay.
f. Accumulated Sick Leave
Restriction .
Upon becoming sick or disabled, an employee will be granted sick leave with pay to
the extent of the unused sick leave time which he has accumulated.
g. Extended Sick Leave
The employing officer in each department of the County may, in his discretion, grant
extended sick leave at half pay, for personal illness, to a pennanent employee having
not less than one year of service after all of his sick leave and vacation credits have
been used; provided, however, that the cumulative total of all sick leave at half pay
hereafter granted to any employee during the service with the County shall not
exceed one pay period for each complete year of his service with the County; that in
the event such sick leave is granted, written notice thereof shall' be sent to the Civil
Service Commission.
h. . Sick Leave as Continuous Service
Allowable and allowed sick leave time shall be considered for all purposes as
continuing service but in the event of resignation or discharge of an employee, his
accumulated and unused sick leave time shall be canceled and not paid for.
Extended sick leave without pay shall not be considered continuous service for
vacation accrual, promotional seniority or accrual of sick leave.
1. Sick Leave in Case of Quarantine
An employee isolated or quarantined because of exposure to a communicable disease
other than in the line of duty, shall for the purpose of this regulation be considered
absent because of sickness and may be granted sick leave with pay during such
isolation or quarantine to the extent of his accumulated and unused sick leave time.
J. Sick Leave and Workers' Compensation
Where an employee receives compensation under the Workers' Compensation Law
on account of disability arising out of and in the course of employment with the
County, he shall elect in writing whether he desires to have sick leave compensation.
Such writing must be filed with the Department Head. In the event that he elected
to take sick leave with pay during such disability, he shall for the period of his
disability not exceeding his accumulated and unused sick leave time, be paid the
difference between what he receives as compensation and his regular rate of pay.
The time during which he is so paid shall be deducted from his accumulated sick
leave time.
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.
The County shall maintain health insurance benefits for an employee who is on
Workers' Compensation leave who has exhausted sick leave accruals and who is not
covered under a spouse's health insurance. The County shall maintain the same
health insurance coverage which existed at the time of the leave (family or
individual). The maximum coverage shall be one (1) year from the commencement
of the Workers' Compensation leave.
k. Doctor's Certificate and Examination
The Department Head may require a physician's certificate for any absence of more
than one day. Where the illness or disability is of long duration, a physician's
certificate will be required for each thirty days of continuous absence. In any case,
the Department Head may require an examination 'by a physician of the County's
choosing. In the event that a physical examination is required because of alleged
illness the employer shall bear the expense thereof. Employees shall not be
reimbursed for mileage in connection with this provision.
Where an employee has demonstrated a pattern of sick leave use, the employee shall
be counseled by the supervisor and!or department head, and shall be notified in
writing that the employee may be required to provide a doctor's certificate for each
absence if the pattern of sick leave use continues. The employee shall be advised that
the employee has the right to a Union representation at the counseling session.
1. Sick Leave Credit
Employees shall be entitled to turn-in accumulated sick leave credits in blocks often
(10) days subject to the following regulations:
a. For every ten (10) days turned in, employees will be paid five (5) days at
$65.00 per day. Effective January 1,2002, the amount shall be increased to
$70.00 per day. .
b. Employees must maintain a minimum of twelve (12) accumulated sick days
after the turn-in;
c. Notice of an employee's intent to convert sick time shall be given on or
before November 15thof the calendar year; and
d. Payment for the days turned in shall occur during the first regular pay period
during December of the same year.
m. Pine Haven Only
After an employee has four (4) days of undocumented sick leave in a calendar year,
the employee must bring in a doctor's note for each subsequent absence for the
remainder of the calendar year. If no note is submitted upon the employee's return
to work, the employee shall not receive pay for the at-issue day(s).
n. Sick Leave Donation
The parties agree that the sick leave donation program "annexed hereto in Appendix
"D" shall be available to all unit employees except those defined as part-time'.
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SECTION 2 -MATERNITY LEAVE
Maternity leave shall be granted in accordance with the following procedure:
a. A pregnant employee may continue to work as long as she is capable;
however, the employee must submit a statement from her physician
indicating tl).edate when she may no longer work, as well as the earliest date
when she may return to work;
b. Any periods of absence between the dates of disability indicated on the
physician's statement may be paid as sick leave, provided that the employee
does not exceed the accumulated number of sick leave days in her account;
c.- Extended sick leave resulting from disability or illness due to pregnancy shall
be treated in accordance with Article VI, Section I(h);
d. Employees returning from sick leave under this Section shall be reinstated to
their same title and grade.
SECTION 3 - PERSONAL LEAVE
a. Definition
Personal Leave is leave with pay granted for the purpose of religious observance or
. compellingpersonal business which cannotbe conductedotherthan during working
hours. Except in emergency situations, applications must be made to the Supervisor
at least two working days in advance of the date for such leave on the official form
provided by the County.
b. Eligibilitv
Employees shall not be entitled to Personal Leave during their flIst three months of
employment. After three months of employment, an employee shall receive pro-rated
Personal Leave for the remainder of the year.
c. Amount of Leave
Four (4) days with pay shall be granted for the aforementioned purpose. Unused
personal leave shall be credited to the employees accumulated sick leave at the end
of each calendar year.
SECTION 4 - BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
a. Definition
Bereavement leave is leave with pay granted to an employee for each death in the
immediate family.
b. Amount of Leave
Four (4) days shall be granted for the death of Husband, Wife, Son, Daughter,
Brother, Mother or Father.
Three (3) days with pay shall be granted for a death in the immediate family which
shall include: Grandparent, Grandchild, Father-in-Law, Mother-in-Law, Stepfather,
Stepmother, Stepchild, spouses grandparent, or any other relative residing in the
employee's household.
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.One (1) day of bereavement leave shall be granted for the death of an aunt, brother-
in-law, sister-in-law, spouse's aunt and uncle, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, niece,
nephew, and former spouse with children under 19 years of age.
f. A form shall be developed for use County wide.
SECTION 5 - FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
a. Definition .
Family leave shall be granted to an eligible employee to a total of twelve work weeks
of leave during any twelve month period for the following:
(a) Because of the birth of a son or daughter of the employee and in order to care
for such son or daughter;
(b) Because of the placement of a son or daughter with the employee for
adoption or foster care;
(c) In order to care for the spouse, son, daughter, or parent of the employee, if
such spouse, son, daughter or parent has a serious health condition;
(d) Because of a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to
perform the functions of the position of such employee.
.-
An eligible employee may be required to use accrued personal leave, or
family leave of the employee for the leave provided under subparagraph a, b,
or c above. An eligible employee may be required to use accrued personal
leave or sick leave for leave provided under this paragraph c or d above for
any party of the twelve week period of such leave.
The County shall maintain coverage for health and dental insurance to an
employee on leave pursuant to this section for the duration of the twelve
week period, and under the conditions coverage would have been provided
if the employee had continued in employment continuously for the duration
of such leave. The County may recover the premium that the County paid for
mai~taining coverage for the employee under such group health plan during
any period of unpaid leave if the employee fails to return from leave after the
twelve week period and (1) the employee fails to return for a reason other
than the continuation, recurrence, or (2) onset of a serious health condition
that entitles the employee to leave under subparagraph c or d above, or, other
circumstances beyond the control of the employee.
Nothing contained in this provision shall otherWise limit the obligations of
the employer or the employee under the provisions of the Family Leave Act.
Employees shall not be required to utilize accrued paid vacation time.
~
Where provisions set forth in the collective bargaining exceed those provided
under the FMLA such greater terms shall be extended to employees with the
understanding that employees may not pyramid leave benefits.
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b. Reinstatement
Employees returning from Parental Leave under this Section shall be reinstated to
their same Title and Grade. .
SECTION 6 -LEAVE OF ABSENCE
A Leave of Absence without pay up to one (I) year may be granted to an employee at the
discretion of the appropriate Department Head upon written application.
SECTION 7 - EDUCATIONAL LEAVE
Employees shall be eligible to apply for an educational leave of up to and not exceeding one
(1) year. This leave shall be granted without pay if the employee satisfactorily demonstrates
to the Department Head that he/she is pursuing training and/or a degree program which
would further the employee's career in the Department in which the employee is presently
employed. During this period of leave the employee's continuance service shall abate, as
shall all accrued benefits and other instance of employment. An employee granted an
education leave without pay shall be entitled to be reinstated at the saine or higher pay grade
as when the leave was granted.
SECTION 8 - REPORT OF UNUSED LEAVE
Upon writtenrequest of the employeethe County shall report to the employee the number
of unusedsick leave days, personal leave days and vacation days.
SECTION 9 - DTO DPW
Employees in the Department of Public Works may earn discretionary time off and
accumulate same at a maximum of 80 hours with the ability to re-accumulate. There shall
be no cut off date for accumulation or required usage and the use of such accruals is -subject
to departmental workload.
..
--
ARTICLE VII
HEALTH INSURANCE AND PENSION
SECTION 1- HOSPITALIZATION
a. Health Insurance Plan
1. All full time and regular substitute employees of the County shall be eligible
for coverage under the County's health insurance plan as selected by the
County.
2. Effective January 1,2002, part-time employees shall be eligible to purchase
health, dental and optical through payroll deduction at the group rate.
..,
.). The health insurance plan shall be as follows:
a. Blue Shield Master Plus Indemnity Plan (See b2 *)
Blue Shield Health Flex Now Plan
The County shall offer the following Health Maintenance Organization plans:
CDPHP - Emerald Plan
Well Care Value Plan ..
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b.
2.*
CHP Compre II Plan with twenty (20%) percent prescription drug
card co-pay.
3. The County shall not select a plan unless equal or superior coverage is
provided.
4. Employees shall be ineligible for health insurance, dental or vision during
their first six months of employment.
e. As soon as practical subsequent to the date of ratification the County shall
implement an IRS 125 Plan which shall include full options (i.e.
contributions, deductible, child care).
Cost of Plan
1. The employer shall provide and pay for the total cost of the premium for the
employees.. For dependent coverage employees shall be responsible for
fifteen (15%) percent of the difference between the cost of the individual and
family premiums for the respective plan chosen by the employee. Effective
January 1, 2003, employees with individual coverage shall pay five percent
(5%) of the health insurance premium.
Those emp-Ioyees choosing the Blue Shield Master Plus Indemnity Plan
subsequent to December 2, 1997 shall contribute 50% of the cost of the
premiums above the highest HMO in addition to the 15% set forth in "A"
above. Employees covered by the Blue Shield Master Plus Indemnity Plan
prior to December 2; 1997 shall pay the 15% set forth in "A" above and shall
not be required to contribute the 50% referenced herein.
Health Insurance Buyout
Employees who are covered by health insurance from another source, may elect not
to receive health insurance from the County. Such employees must make their
election in November for the following year. Such election shall be for the entire
year, unless the employee becomes ineligible for health insurance for the other
source, at which time the employee. may re-enroll in the County health insurance
plans for the remainder of the year, and shall receive a prorated buyout. Employees
who make such election shall be paid $1,500 for electing not to receive a family plan
or $1,000.00 for electing not to receive an individual plan in the first pay period in
December. Effective January 1,.2002, the family plan waiver payment shall increase
to $2,000.00 and the individual shall increase to $1,200.00.
Where both spouses work for the County, and one spouse opts out of County health
insurance coverage, the only buyout payment available is for individual coverage, at
$1,000, (because one family within the County is only entitled to one family plan),
$1,200.00 effective January 1, 2002.
After ratification of this Agreement, where two (2) new married employees work for
the County, the employees shall not be eligible for the buyout.
c.
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At the time of electing the buyout option, in November of each'year, it is up to the
employee to notify the County's health insurance administrator that the employee
electing the buyout is, In fact, married to another County employee.
Employees who elect not to receive health insurance shall still be eligible for dental,
vision coverage and disability coverage through the Unio,n's Plan.
SECTION 2 - DENTAL. VISION AND LONG TERM DISABILITY PLANS
a. Dental Plan
All members shall be eligible for membership in the UPSEU Dental Plan, or
equivalent plan with equal or superior'coverage as may be selected by the "County".
Effective February 1,2002, the County shall contribute the sum of$50.00 p~rmonth
on behalf of each unit employee to the UPSEU Benefit Plan (except those defined as
part-time), which shall include payment for individual dental, individual/family
vision coverage, and a long term disability plan. Effective January 1, 2003, the
contribution shall increase to $55.00 per month.
b. Cost of Plan
The employer shall not provide nor pay for any of the cost of dental premiums for
dependent coverage. However, employees may purchase insurance coverage for their
dependents at a reduced group rate if they so choose, thru Payroll Deductions.
SECTION 3 - PENSION
'a. New York State Retirement Plan
The County shall continue to participate in the New York State Employee's
Retirement System with all the rights and benefits presently provided by the Career
Retirement Plan under Section 75-1 of the Retirement and Social Security Law which
will grant half-pay after twenty-five years of service.
-.
b. Cost of Plan
The total cost of the plan shall be borne by the employer except as required by law.
SECTION 4 - RETIREMENT INSURANCE
Upon retirement under the N.Y.S. Employee's Retirement System, an employee may convert
their unused s'ickleave to a cash equivalent to be used by the County for payment of Health
Insurance premiums. The cash equivalent shall be computed at the rate of$80.00 per unused
sick leave day.
SECTION 5 - VISION CARE
a. Vision Care Plan ,
All full time and regular substitute employees of the "County" shall be eligible for
coverage under the County's Oill Vision Care Plan, or a plan selected by the County
which will' have at least equal or superior coverage as provided by the
aforementioned plan. Effective March 1,2002, the vision coverage shall be covered
by the UPSEU Benefit Plan.
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b. Cost of Plan .
The County shall provide and pay for the total cost of the premium for the employees
and their dependents. Effective March 1,2002, the premium shall be paid to the
UPSEU Benefit Plan. Such payment is incorporated in the amounts set forth in
Section 2 above.
. .
SECTION 6 -RETIREE HEALTH INSURANCE
For all eligible employees retiring after the date of execution of this Agreement, the County
shall pay an amount equal to fifty (50%) percent of the cost of Health Insurance for eligible
retired employees of the County as required by the New York State Employee's Retirement
System. In addition, the County shall pay an amount equal to fifty (50%) percent of the cost
of the Health Insurance for the dependents of eligible retired employees of the County.
Employees must be employed for ten (10) years with the County for eligibility of the above.
For employees who retire after January 1, 1989, with 25 years of service with the County,
the County shall pay 75% of the health insurance premium.
ARTICLE VIII
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
SECTION 1 -PURPOSE
It is the intent of the County and the Union that all grievances be resolved informally or at
the earliest possible stage of the grievance procedure. However, both parties recognize that
the procedure must be available without any fear of discrimination because of its use.
Informal settlements at any stage shall bind the immediate parties to the settlement, but shall
not be precedent in any later grievance proceedings.
SECTION 2 - DEFINITIONS
a. A "grievance" is any dispute concerning the interpretation, application.or claimed
violationof a specific term or provision of this Agreement.
b. An "employee" shall mean any person in the bargaining unit covered by this
Agreement.
c. The "union" shall mean United Public Service Employees Union.
d. An "aggrieved party" shall mean the employee or group of employees who submit
a grievance or on whose behalf it is submitted, the union and (when it submits a
grievance) the County.
e. A "day" as used here shall be deemed to mean a calendar day.
SECTION 3 - SUBMISSION OF GRIEVANCES
a. Each grievance shall be submitted in writing on a form approved by the County and
the union and shall identify the aggrieved party, the provision of this Agreement
. allegedto be violated, the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting
the grievance existed, and, if known, the identity of the person(s) responsible for
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causing such events or conditions and a general statement of the grievance and
remedy sought by the aggrieved party.
b. An employee or group of employees may submit grievances which effect them
personally and shall submit such grievances to the immediate supervisor.
c. The union may submit any class grievance. If it is limited in effect t9 one
department, the grievance shall be submitted to the department head. Otherwise, it
shall be submitted directly to the chairman of the Board of Supervisors.
d. The County shall present grievances to the president of the union.
SECTION 4 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Prior to initiating a formal written grievance, an employee or the union is encouraged to
resolve disputes informallywith the appropriate immediate supervisor.
a. Step One
The employee shall present the grievance to the immediate supervisor no later than
15 calendar days after the date on which the act or omission giving rise to the .
grievance occurred or the employee knew of or should have known of the act or
omission. The immediate supervisor shall meet with the aggrieved party and issue
a written decision no later than 10 calendar days following the receipt of the
grievance.
b. Step Two
If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response, or if no response is received
within the required period, the aggrieved party may file the grievance with the
department head within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of the first step decision,
or within ten (10) days after the first step decision should have been received, if no
decision is received. The department head shall, upon request, meet with the
aggrieved party and issue a written decision no later than ten (10) calendar days
following the receipt of the grievance.
c. SteD Three
In the event that the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response of the
department head, or if no response is received within the required period, the
aggrieved may submit the grievance to the chairman of the Board of Supervisors
within ten (10) calendar days after the receipt of the second step decision, or within
ten (10) days after the second step decision should have been received, if no decision
is received. The chairman of the Board shall issue a written decision within fifteen
(15) calendar days after receipt of the grievance and shall issue hislher decision upon
the previous submission. .
d. Step Four
In the event that the Union is not satisfied with the step three decision, or if no
response is received within the required period, the Union must within thirty (30)
calendar days after receiving the response, or if no response is rendered, Within thirty
(30) calendar days after the response should have been received, refer the grievance
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to binding arbitration through the American Arbitration Association or PERB panel.
The parties shall adhere to the rules regarding the selection of arbitrators.
The arbitrator's decision shall be in writing and will set forth his [mdings, reasonings
and conclusions on the issues submitted and be binding and [mal on both parties.
The arbitrator's power will be limited to interpreting the express written provisions
of this Agreement. The. arbitrator will be without power or authority to make any
decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is in
violation of the terms of this Agreement. The Arbitrator shall have no power to alter,
add to, or detract from the provisions of this Agreement. Any decision of the
arbitrator shall be reviewable pursuant to Article 75 of the Civil Practice Law and
Rules.
The arbitration award must be rendered within thirty (30) calendar days after the
close of the hearing, unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the parties. Any award
requiring the payment of back payor other monies may only award such payment up
to fifteen (15) working days prior to the filing of the grievance.
The timely processing of the grievance through the grievance procedure shall be a
condition precedent to arbitration, unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the parties.
The election to submit a grievance to arbitration shall automatically be a waiver of
all other remedies or forums which otherwise might be available in resolving disputes
covered under this agreement. The cost of the services of the arbitrator will be borne
equally by the county and the union.
ARTICLE IX
RECIPROCAL RIGHTS
SECTION 1- REPRESENTATIVE RIGHTS
a. The employer recognizes the right of the County employees to designate
representatives of UPSEU to appeal on their behalf to discuss salaries, working
conditions, grievances and disputes as to the terms and conditions of the contract and
to visit employees during working hours for the foregoing purposes. Such visits shall
be with the prior approval of the employee's Department Head. Such employee
representatives shall also be permitted to appear at public hearings before the Board
of Supervisors upon the request of the employees. The Officers and Agents of
UPSEU shall have the right to visit employee's facilities for the pUrpose.of adjusting
grievances and administering the terms and conditions of this contract. Such visits
shall be with the approval of the County, which shall not unreasonably be denied.
SECTION 2 - NON-DISCRIMINATORY CLAUSE
a. The County and the UPSEU shall so administer its obligations under this contract in
manner which will be fair and impartial to all employees and shall not discriminate
against any employee by reason of sex, nationality, race, cr~ed, membership, or non-
membership in the Union. .
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SECTION 3 -BULLETIN BOARD RIGHTS
a. UPSEU shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin
boards maintained on the premises and facilities of the employer subject to the
approval of the contents of such notices and communications by the Chairman of the
Board of Supervisors or his designee. Such approval will not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed.
SECTION 4 - FREE TIME FOR GRIEVANCES
a.' Employees who are designated or elected for the purpose of adjusting grievances or
assisting in the administration of this contract shall be permitted a reasonable amount
of time free from their ,regular duties to fulfill these obligations. It shall be
understood that these obligations have as their purpose the maintenance of
harmonious and cooperative relations between the employer and the employee and
the uninterrupted operation of government subject to the approval of the Department
Head or his assistant in his absence.
b. At the beginning of each calendar year the union shall submit to the County a listing
of those employees designated or elected for the aforementioned purpose.
SECTION 5 - CONVENTION LEAVE
There shall be an aggregate total of forty (40) days leave with pay per year to be distributed
among bargaining unit members duly elected or appointed- 'delegates, to attend Union
Conventions, workshops, training sessions, and other official union business related
functions.
Not more than one (1) employee from any Department consisting of fifteen (15) employees
or less shall be on leave at the same time, unless prior approval is obtained from the
Department Head. This approval will depend solely upon Department work load.
SECTION 6 - COPIES OF CONTRACT
The Countyshall supply a copy of this agreementto each current employee, and eachnew
employeeat the time of his hiring.
ARTICLE X
WORK CONDITIONS
SECTION 1 -REDUCTION IN FORCE
The County agrees that in the event there is a reduction of force among bargaining unit
employees, the provision of the Civil Service law (as applied to civil divisions) will be
'controlling with the following emphasis and/or expansion of said law of major concern to
the parties:
a. The layoff (and recall) provisions of said Law will apply to competitive,
noncompetitive and labor class positions covered by this Agreement.
-'b. Rights of Displacement ("bumping") of less senior employees are confined to the
CountyDepartmentwhich the laid-off employee is permanently assigned. .
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a. Past Performance
b. Attendance
c. Cooperation
d. Ability to do ajob
e. Seniority
c. Rights of Displacement ("bumping") are confmed to those jobs considered next
lower in titles in a direct line of promotion.
. .
SECTION 2 - EVALVA TIONS
The County will evaluate employees using evaluation forms developed after consultation
with UPSEU. The completed evaluation form shall be filed in th~ employee file and a.copy
given to the employee. Evaluations shall be performed not less than one every twelve (12)
months. .
SECTION 3 -POSTING
All vacant noncompetitive and labor class positions in the bargaining unit shall be posted
fifteen (15) work days before the position is permanently filled. For the filling of these.
positions the following criteria will be' considered:
All bargaining unit employees who meet the minimum qualifications and who bid on a
vacant position -shall be interviewed. An employee not selected pursuant to this provision
shall be provided a written reason for the County's decision.
SECTION 4 - MEAL ALLOWANCE
a. The employer will provide a tax free meal allowance of seven dollars ($7.00). The
meal allowance shall be paid to employees working overtime upon call out
immediately preceding a shift, or on a non-scheduled day and each four hours
thereafter. Meal payments shall be paid to employees no later than two (2) pay
periods after submission. To comply with any Federal or State requirements
employees shall provide receipts for tax offset.
b. . PINE HAVEN MEALS
Employees shall pay $1.50 per day for each meal where employee chooses to receive
same. There shall be no charge for meals on the following four (4) holidays:
Christmas, New Years, Easter and Thanksgiving, nor shall employees be charged for
meals during a second shift during a day. Employees shall purchase meal tickets
provided by the employer. Such meal tickets shall be in ten (10) meal increments
($15.00). Employees shall use meal tickets at their discretion. Employees shall
replace meal tickets as they are needed. The County shall have no liability for lost
tickets.
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SECTION 5 -SENIORITY
a. Definition
Seniority shall mean an employee's length of continuous service with the County
since last date of permanent hire. The parties agree that for the purposes of.benefit
entitlement, temporary and part time service shall be excluded from an employee's
seniority .
,
-
b. Senioritv Lists
Every six months, the County shall furnish the Union a seniority list containing the
name, job title and date of hire of all employees in.the bargaining unit.
c. Continuous Service"
An employee's continuous service record shall be broken only by voluntary
resignation, discharge for just cause or retirement.
There shall be no loss of continuous service for employees who are reinstated to
County employment within one year of separation. The employee's seniority date
shall be adjusted to reflect the period of separation.
SECTION 6 - UNIFORM GRADING AND CODE SYSTEM
a. All employees of Columbia County shall be graded and coded according to the
following schedule: ".
CODE
FM
FP
GR
PT
HR
RS
CS
EO
AP
Flat Management
Flat Professional
Graded Position
Part Time (less than .~ time)
Hourly Rate
Regular Substitute (~ time or more)
Contractual Service
Elected Official
Appointed Official
b. All positions designated Flat Management (PM), Part-Time (PT), Hourly Rate (HR),
Contractual Service (CS), Elected Official (EO), and Appointed Official (AO), are
by defmition excluded from the bargaining unit. Additionally, those titles listed in
Appendix "A", and Article I, Section 1, are also excluded from the bargaining unit.
c. All individuals who work an average of one-half time or more of the regular work
week for their department on an annualized basis shall be designated Regular
Substitute (RS). Those positions designated Regular Substitute are entitled to a pro-
rata percentage of Holidays with Pay, Vacation with Pay, Sick Leave with Pay, and
Personal Leave with Pay, based on hours actually worked on a monthly basis
,adjusted annually.
An individual must work more than 1,300 hours on an annualized basis to be
designated as a regular substitute.-'
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d. All positions which are designated (Regular Substitute) are represented, by the
bargaining unit unless otherwise excluded by this Section. Appendix "A", or Article
I, Section 1, deduction under the Internal Revenue Service Rules.
e. 'All individuals who work on average less than one-half of the regular work week for
their department on an annualized basis shall be designat~d Part-Time (PT). Those
positions shall not receive any Holiday Pay, Vacation with Pay, or other leave with
pay based on hours actually worked on a monthly basis. An individual who works
1,300 hours or more for their department on an annualized basis shall be designated
a regular substitute.
f. All positions designated Hourly Rate (HR) shall be pay coded by actual rate paid (e.g.
$10.50per hour shall be coded HR 10.50).
'
SECTION 7 -TUITION REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM
'Any employee who is required by New York State or Local Statue, Rule or Regulation to
complete further and additional training in order to meet the minimum qualifi~ations for the
positions presently held by,that employee, shall receive reimbursement for the cost of any
out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the employee, such as tuition, books, fees, transportation
(at the approved County mileage rate contained elsewhere in this contract). Application for
tuition reimbursement must be made directly to the Department Head of the Department the
employee is employed by. The employee's eligibility -must be certified to the County
Treasurer in writing by the Department Head, said certification shall contain a statement that
this training is required in order to satisfy the upgraded requirements of the position presently
held by the employee. Nothing contained in this Section shall be construed to apply to any
expenses not associated with requirements for training of employees for any position other
than the position presently held by employee.
SECTION 8 - COLUMBIA COUNTY EMPLOYERIEMPLOYEE SAFETY ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
There shall be established every two years, for a term of two (2) years, a Columbia County
Employer/Employee Safety Advisory Committee, consisting of the following:
One (1) UPSEU representative from each building (Court House, which includes Probation
and District Attorney; Social Services; Sheriff s Department; Highway; 401 State Street; 72
North Third Street and 610 State Street if building is utilized, with an alternative person from
each of those buildings).
Three (3) representatives to be designated by the Columbia County, Board of Supervisors
(which may consist of one or more Supervisors);
The Chainnan or Representative of the Columbia County Board of Supervisors Legal
Division shall be the Committee Chairman.
This Committee shall serve as an advisor in that capacity only, and provided a majority of
the Committee's members are present, then, by majority vote the Committee based upon a
quorum present constituting a majority of members, may make advisory recommendations
to the Columbia County Board of Supervisors on matters relating to safety) safety
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procedures, safety equipment and/or apparatus as the same may effect County employees and
places of employment operated by the County of Columbia.
SECTION 9 - LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
a. The County and the Union shall establish a Labor Management Committee, which
shall consist of four (4) union representatives appointed by the unit president and four
(4) management representatives appointed 'by the County, which will meet on a
monthly basis, unless otherwise agreed. One (1) week prior to the meeting, the
parties shall exchange agenda. New items may be placed on the agenda only by
mutual agreement.
b. The County and th'e Union agree to establish an advisory Health Insurance
Committee to review current and potential alternative health insurance benefits.
There shall be an equal number of unit and County representatives.
SECTION 10 - USE OF WORKFARE/ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION
The Countymay utilize workfare and alternativesto incarcerationprogram. In accordance
with state and federal regulations.
ARTICLE XI
EMPLOYEE PROTECTION
Upon completing a twelve (12) month probationary period, employees covered under this Agreement
who are not now covered under Section 75 of the Civil Service Law shall be accorded Section 75
relative to removal and/or suspension:
a. Prior to taking fonnal disciplinary action, the employee shall be notified by the department
head that discipline is contemplated. In addition, a meeting will be held between the
department head or designee and the employee to discuss an attempt to resolve the matter.
The employee shall be advised that e had the right to Union representation at such meeting.
If the matter cannot be resolved, and if disciplinary charges are prefe~ed, the hearing officer
selected pursuant to Section 75 shall not be an employee of the department of which the
employee is employed. Nothing contained herein shall preclude the County from taking
immediate action when warranted.
ARTICLE xn
PAST PRACTICE
Any rights, privileges or benefits already accorded employees through Board resolution and
contained in the minutes therein shall not be rescinded during the tenn of this agreement.
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. ARTICLE XIII
JOB ABANDONMENT
An employee absent from work without notification for seven (7) consecutive work days shall have
been deemed to have resigned from his position ifhe has not provided a satisfactory explanation for
such absence on or before the eleventh day following the commencement of such absence.
ARTICLE XIV
COMP ATIBILITY WITH LAW
SECTION 1 -GOVERNING LAWS
The Public Employees Fair Employment Act, the other provisions of the Civil Service Law
and the total laws of the County of Columbia, which are not inconsistent with said Act and
the Civil Service Law shall govern the terms of this Agreement.
o'
SECTION 2 - PROHIBITION AGAINST STRIKES
The parties recognize the strikes and other forms of work stoppage by County employees are
contrary to law and County policy. United Public Service Employees Union and the
Employer subscribe to the principle that differences should be resolved by peaceful and
approved means without interruption of County affairs. United Public Service Employees
Union affirms that it does not assert the right to strike against the Employer or to assist or
participate in any such strike or to impasse an obligation upon its members to conduct or to
participate in' such strike.
SECTION 3 - SEPARABILITY .
This Agreement shall be construed so as to be compatible with all Federal, State and Local
Laws and the invalidity of any provision of this Agreement by reason of any such existing
law, shall not effect the validity of the surviving provisions. If the enactment of legislation
or a determination by a court of final jurisdiction (whether in a proceeding between the
parties, but controlled by reason of the facts) renders any portion of this Agreement invalid
or enforceable, such legislation or decisions shall not effect the validity of the surviving
portions of this Agreement, which remain in full force and effect as if such invalid portions
hereof had not been included therein. In the event that the current laws are modified so as
to permit greater union security than presently permitted by law, the County and the union
will negotiate concerning possible amendments to this Agreement in accordance with such
modified legislation.
SECTION 4 - NOTICES AS PROVIDED BY LAW
Notices as provided by Section 204-A of the Civil ServiceLaw, as amended:
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISIONS OF TillS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE
ACTION BY THE. BOARD OF SUPERVISORS TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THEREOF, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL SUCH APPROVAL
HAS BEEN GIVEN.
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ARTICLE XV
PERSONAL mSTORY FOLDER
Employees shall have the right to review their personnel folders upon reasonable noti~e. to the
department head. The personnel folder shall be reviewed in the presence of the department head or
designee.
ARTICLE XVI
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITY ACT
With respect to compliance by the employer with the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act and Regulations issued to the Act, the Union agrees that is shall have the same obligations as
the employer with respect to reasonable accommodations.
With respect to an employer's attempt to a reasonable accommodation in accordance with provisions
of the Americans with Disabilities Act and regulations issued pursuant to the Act, the Union shall
have an affirmative obligation to assist the employer in achieving any such accommodation.
ARTICLE XVII
COUNTY'S RIGHT AS AN EMPLOYER
The County's entering into this Agreement in no way, whether explicitly or implicitly, diminishes
its relationship as Employer to its employees nor the County's right and employees' duties such
relationship entails. .
The County retains all of its rights as Employer, including, but not limited to, the right to assign
work as required, including that which requires overtime, the right to supervise as required and the
right to discipline where necessary, subject to the provision of this provision of this Agreement, the
Civil Service Law of the State of New York, and any other Federal, State of Local Laws.
ARTICLE XVIII
DRUG TESTING I USE OF COUNTY VEHICLES
SECTION 1 ~DRUG TESTING
Employees who have a traffic accident while operating a County vehicle or while operating
their own vehicle on County business shall be subject to testing for drugs and alcohol.
SECTION 2 - COUNTY VEHICLES
Employees who use or are eligible to use County vehicles shall be required to notify the
County of any suspension or revocation of driver's license. Failure to do so shall subject the
employee to discipline.
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ARTICLE XIX
PART-TIME EMPLOYEE BONUS
-. I
Part-time employee who work, in a calendar year, the part-time hours designated below, shalLreceive
a payment in the following year as follows:
Hours Worked
250 to 500 hours
501 to 800 hours
801 to 1299 hours
Payment
$150.00
$200.00
$250.00
Payment shall be made in the tenth payroll period in the following year. Part-time employees shall
not include temporary or per-diem employees. In order to be eligible for the payment, the employee
must be a part-timeemployee on December 31st and at the time of payment. A full-time employee
who becomes a part-time employee during the course of the year shall' not have full-time hours
applied towards the payment. Employees with less than two (2) years of service shall be ineligible
for payment. This provision shall be effective January 1,2002, with the first payment in 2003.
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.. ARTICLE XX
EFFECTIVE DATE OF AGREEMENT
SECTION 1 -EFFECTIVE DATE OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be effective as of January 1,2001, and shall continue in full force and
effect to and including December 31, 2003, and thereafter from year to year until a successor
agreement has been negotiated.
Date this 2n~day of April 2002
City of Hudson, New York.
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE
\,
~/
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
FOR THE COUNTY OF COLUMBIA.
xfR-{a2d L~ i1;--
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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STATE OF NEW YORK,
COUNTY OF COLUMBIA ss:
On the 1 + day of ;1,4--\) 2002, before me personally came GERALD SIMONS-to me
known,~, being by me Auly sworn, did depose and say that he resides at ANCRAM, NEW
YORK, that he is the CHAIRMAN OF COLUMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, the
corporation described in and which executed the foregoing instrument; that he knows the seal of said
corporation; that the seal affixed to said instrument is such corporate seal; that is was so affixed by
other of the Board of Supervisors of said corporation, and that he signed his name thereto by like
order.
JiyJ L~
Gerald Simons, Chairman of
Colwnbia County Board of Supervisors
~~~-
DONNA LEE GRIFFIN
Notary Public, State of New Vork
Qualified in Columbia County
Reg: No 4920153
Commi$sion Expires Feb. 16. 20~
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"STATE OF NEW YORK,
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK 5S: . .
On the 4thday of April 2002, before me, the subscriber, personally appeared, Kevin E. Boyle, Jr., to
me known, and known to me to be the same person described in and executed the within instrument,
and he acknowledgedto me that he executed same. .
.
Kevin E. e, Jr., President
United Public Service Employees Union.
.~t~~~
MELANIE BERTSCH
.NOTARYPUBLIC,Sta~ of NewYork
No.01BE6053656
Qualified in Suffolk CountY.
Commission expires Jan. 16.20 n3
.
. .
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Legislative Board
Legislative Aide I
. : - Supervisors
Clerk of the Board
Clerk
Deputy Clerk
Legislative Aide I
District Attorney
. District Attorney
1st Asst. District Attorney
Assistant District Attorney I, III, IV
Chief Crim. Investigator
Dist. Att. Sr. Crim. Invest.
Confidential Secretary III
Public Defender
Public Defender
Asst. Public Defender I, II, III
Confidential Secretary I
1st Assistant Public Defender
Coroners
County Administrative Office
Personnel Director
. - County Treasurer
County Treasurer
Deputy County Treasurer
County Budget Officer
Real Property Tax Service.
Director
Deputy Director
County Clerk
County Clerk
Dep. County Clerk
County Attorney
County Attorney
Deputy County Attorney
Asst. County Attorney I, II, III
Confidential Secretary
Legislative Aide I
Legislative Aide II
Civil Service Commission
Commissioner
Commissioner-Chairman
Executive Secretary
Board of Elections
Commissioner
Deputy Commissioners
EXCLUDED TITLES
Sr. Clerk
County Facilities
Director of Facilities
Working Mtc. Foreperson
Dep. for Admin. To Facilities Dir.
Administrator of Public Works
Central Services
Purchasing Assistant
STOP-DWI
Co-Coordinator
Fire
Fire Coordinator
Emergency Management
Director
Deputy Direttor
Public Health Department
Supr Comm Health Nurse
Supv. Publ. Hlth Strn
Dep. Adm. to Publ. Hlth Dir.
Dir Pub HlthlPatient Srvcs
Pub Hlth Engineer
Service Coordinator
Asst Dir. Children w/Special Needs
Director Children w/Special Needs
Director of Transportation
Asst. to Director
Finance/Transportation
Probation
Director
Human Services/Mental Hlth Center
(M.H.C.)
Dir. Comm. Servo
Dep Dir/Dir of Clin Servo
Human Services M.H.C., CSS
Dep Director Administration
Social Services
Commissioner
Dir Income Maintenance
Dir of Social Services
Medical Director
Social Serv. Attorney
Asst. to Comissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Veterans Service
Deputy Director
Weights & Measures
Director
Youth Bureau
Director
Of;ficeFor The Aging
Administrator
Dep. Administrator
Planning
Director
Fair Housing Officer
Solid Waste
Deputy Director of Solid Waste
Health Facility (Pine Haven Home)
Administrator
Dir. Of NSG
Food Service Manager.
Head of Housekeeping
Consulting Dietician
Medical Director
County Road Administration
County Road, Engineering
. Asst. CivilEngineer
Director
County Road, Roads & Bridges
Asst. General Foreman
Road Mtc. & Special Project Coordinator
911 Facility
Emergency Dispatcher
Emergency Dispatcher I
Emergency Medical Services Coordinator
Central Data Processing
Director of Data Processing
Historian
County Sheriff
Sheriff
Undersheriff
Bookkeeper
Deputy Sheriff s
Correction Officer's
Confidential Secretary
Jail Physician
Communication Officers
Tourism
Administrator
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UPSEU TITLES
-
,
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
.
'
Stenographer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIOC
"
.
Keyboard Specialist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :. GRIOC
Secretary I '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI3A
,PUBLIC DEFENDER
Senior Typist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRII,
"ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
-0-
"COUNTY TREASURER
Keyboard Specialist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIOC
Business Machine Operator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIIA
Senior Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRII
Acct. Systems Monitor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . .
','
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12A
Bookkeeper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI2
Stenographer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIOC
Account Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIOB
CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING ,
Audit & Account Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIIB
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PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
, ResearchTechnician. . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIDC
Planner. . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ',' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FP 18A
TOURlSM
Promotion Specialist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
','
GRI DC
, Clerk/Typist GRID
SOLID WASTE
Laborer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRll
Motor Equip. Operator II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12B
Sr. Motor Equip Oper I' .
"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI3
Sr. Typist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRl1
Plann.er II FP 14
Skilled Laborer I ,GRl1 C
Motor Equipment Operator I : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRIIC
Bookkeeper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR12
HEAL TH RELATED FACILITY (PINE HAVEN HOME)
Occupational Therapy Aide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI DB
Nurses Aide II " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI DC
Attendant - Housekeeping. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI D
Licensed Prac. Nurse' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR15
Reg. Prof. Nurse II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FP17C
Account Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI DB
Bookkeeper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR12
Food Service Worker (Fonnally Dietary Aide/Dietary Attendant) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'-'
. . . . .. GRI DB
Leisure Time Act. Director. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12A
Physical Therapy Aide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI DB
Physical Therapy Assistant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
".
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR 14A
Keyboard Specialist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR1DC
I-IeadNurse II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . . . . '; GR19
Head N,urse I GR18A
Cook II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR11
Maintenance Worker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRl1 C '
Bldg. Maintenance Worker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12B
I/aundry Worker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRID
Leisure Time Act. Aide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRID
Seamstress. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRID
Head Cook (Fonnerly Assistant Food Service Manager) GRI2
Ward Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI DC
Supply Attendant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12B
Caseworker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI5
Administrative Assistant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR14
Sr. Mtc. Worker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR13C
Sr. Ward Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI1C
Reg. Prof. Nurse I GR17
Staff Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GR19
Assistant Director of Nurses FP19
Director of Quality Assurance. . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. FP 19
-
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. COUNTY ROAD. ADMINISTRATION
'
Administrative Assistant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI4
,
'Sr. Hwy Acct. Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI4
SkilledLaborer II . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI2B
COUNTY ROAD. ENGINEERING
Junior Engineer. . . . . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI5A
SkilledLaborer I ' GRII C
, Laborer ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRII
COUNTY ROAD. ROADS & BRIDGES
Motor Equip. Operator II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12B
Sr. Motor Equip. Operator I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI3
Skilled Laborer II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., GRI2B
Laborer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRII
Motor Equip. Operator I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., GRII C
Skilled laborer I GRII C
Road Foreman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 'GR14C
MACHINERY FUND
Laborer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GRI1
Skilled Laborer II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12B
Motor Equip Operator I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., GRII C
Sr. Auto Mechanic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI3C
Sr. Auto MechanicI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR14A
Welder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR13C
Garage Foreman. . . . . . . . . . . . . ._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . '.' . . .. GRI6A
Skilled Laborer I GRI1 C
Auto Mechanic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR12B
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Keyboard Specialist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRI0C
Account Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ., GRIOB
Nurse (Jail) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GR16C
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GRADE STEP 1. STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,200 $1,700
2001 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevjty Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G7 $13,664 $14,467 $15,271 $16,075 $16,475 $16,825 $17,275 $1,775
G7A $14,151 $14,983 $15,816 $16,648 $17,048 $17,398 $17,848 $18,348
I
:
G7B $14,642 $15,503 $16,365 $17,226 $17,626 $17,976 $18,426 $18,926
G7C $15,125 $16,015 $16,904 $17,794 $18,194 $18,544 $18,944 $19,494
IG8 $15,616 $16,535 $17,45J $18,372 $18,722 $19,122 $19,572 $20,072
I
G8A $16,104 $17,051 $17,999 $18,946 $19,346 $19,696 $20,146 $29,646
G8B $16,593 $17,569 $18,545 $19,521 $19,921 $20,271 $20,721 $21,221
G8C $17,077 $18,082 $19,086 $20,091 $20,491 $20,841 $21,291 $21,791
G9 '$17,568 $18,601 $19,635 $20,668 $21,068
'
$21,418 $21,868 $22,368
G9A $18,056 $19,118 $20,180 $21,242 $21,642 $21,992 $22,442 $22,942
G9B $18,545 $19,636 $20,727 $21,818 $22,,218 $22,568 $23,018 $23,518
G9C $19,030 $20,149 $21,269 $22,388 $22,788 $23,138 $23,588 $24,088
G 10 $19,520 $20,668 $21,817 $22,965 $23,365 $23,715 $24,165 $24,665
G lOA $20,009 $21,186 $22,363 $23,540 $23,940 $24,290 . $24,740 $25,240
I GlOB $20,493 $21,698 $22,904 $24,109 $24,509 $24,859 $25,309 $25,809
G 10C $20,981 , $22,216 $23,450 $24,684 $25,804 $25,434 $25,884 $26,384
Gll $21,473 $22,736 $23,999
'
$25,262 $25,662 $26,012 $26,462 $26,962
GilA $21,958 $23,250 $24,541 $25,833 $26,233 $26,583 $27,033 $27,533 I
GliB $22,446 $23,766 $25,087 $26,407 $26,807 $27,157
'
$27,607 $28,107
G llC $22,938 $24,287 $25,637 $26,986 $27,386 $27,736 $28,186 $28,686
G 12 $23,423 $24,801 $26,179 $27,557 $27,957 $28,307 $28,757 $29,257
APPENDIX" C"
2001 SALARY SCHEDULE
",
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STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,200 $1,700
"
Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 . 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
$23,910 $25,31"7 $26,723 $28,130 $28,530 $28,880 $29,330 $29,830
$24,399 $25,834 $27,270 $28,705 $29,105 $29,455 $29,905 $30,405
$24,888 $26,352 $27,816 $29,280 $29,680 $30,030 $30,480 $30,980
$25,377 $26,869 $28,362 $29,855 $30,255 $30,605 $31,055 $31,555
$25,866 $27,388 $28,909 $30,431 $30,831 $3 1,181 $31,631 $32,13 1
$26,349 $27,899 $29,449 $30,999 $31,399 $31,749 $32,199 $32,699
$26,843 . $28,422 $30,001 $31,580 $31,980 $32,3J 0 $32,78'0 $33,280
$27,328 $28,936 $30,543 $32,151 $32,551 $32,901 $33,351 $33,851
$27,817 $29,453 $31,090 $32,726 $33,126 .$33,476 $33,926 $34,426
$28,304 $29,969 $31,634 $33,299 $33,699 $34,049 $34,499 $34,999
$28,791 $30,485 $32,178 $33,872 $34,272 $34,622 $35,072 $35,572
$29,278 $31,000 $32,723 $34,445 $34,845 $35,195 $35,645 $36,145
$29,769 $31,520 $33,271 $35,022 $35,422 $35,772 $36~222 $36,722
$30,257 $32,037 $33,817 $35,597 $35,997 $36,347 $36,797 $37,297
$30,743 $32,551 $34,360 $36,168 $36,568 $36,918 $37,368 $37,868
$31,232 $33,070 $34,907 $36,744 $37,144 $37,494 $37,944 $38,444
$3 1,719 $33,585 $35,451 $37,317 I $37,717
.$38,067 $38,517 $39,017
$32,208 $34,103 $35,997 $37,892 $38,292 $38,642 . $39,092 $39,592
$32,694 $34,617 $36,540 $38,463 $38,863 $39,213 $39,663 $4Q,163
$33,181 $35,133 $37,085 $39,037 $39,437 $39,787 $40,237 $40,737
$33,673 $35,653 $37,634 $39,615 $40,015 $40,365 $40,815 $41,3 15
$34,161 $36,170 $38,180 $40,189 $40,589 $40,939 $41,389 $41,889
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GRADE
2001
G 12A
G 12B
G 12C
G 13
G 13A
G 13B
G 13C
. G 14
I
I
!
G 14A
G 14B
: G 14C
G 15
G 15A
G 15B
G 15C
G 16
G 16A
G 16B
G 16C
G 17
G 17A
G 17B .
$1,200 $1 700
:1
, ,
Longevity Longevity
16 to 20 21+
rs Years Years
$41,962 $42,462
$42,536 $43,036
$43,109 $43,609
$43,684 $44,184
$44,258 $44,758
$44,832 $45,332
$45,405 $45,905
$45,982 $46,482
$46,555 $47,055
$47,129 $47,629
$47;703 $48,203
. $48,277 $48,777
$48,849 $49,349
$49,427 $49,927
$49,997 $50,497
'
125 $50,575 $51,075
$51,146 $51,646
$51,722 $52,222
$52,297 $52,797
$52,869 $~3,369
$53,443 $53,943
$54,017 $54,517
-
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $7
2001 Grade Rate Longevity Long
6 to 10 11 to
Years Yea
.G 17C $34,648 $36,686 $38,724 $40,762 $41,162 $41,
G 18 $35,136 $37,202 $39,269 $41,336 $41,736 $42,
G 18A $35,623 $37,718 $39,814 $41,909 $42,309 $42,
G 18B $36,111 $38,236 $40,360 $42,4 84 $42,8~4 $43,
G 18C $36,599 $38,752 $40,905 $43,058 I $43,458 $43,
G 19 $37,087 $39,269 $41,450 $43,632 $44,032 $44,
G 19A $37,574 $39,784 $41,995 $44,205 $44,605 $44,
G 19B $38,065 $40,304 $42,543 $44,782 $45,182 $45,
G 19C $38,552 $40,819 $43,087 $45,355 $45,755 $46,
G20 $39,040 $41,336 $43,633 $45,929 $46,329 $46,
G20A $39,528 $41,853 $44,178 $46,503 $46,903 $47,
G20B $40,015 $42,369 $44,723 $47,077 $47,477 $47,
G20C $40,502 $42,884 $45,267 $47,649 $48,049 $4~,
G21 $40,993 $43,404 $45,816 $48,227 $48,627 $48,
G21A $41,477 $43,917 $46,357 $48,797 $49,197 $49,
G21B $41,969 $44,437 $4.6,906 $49,375 $49,775 $50,
G21C $42,454 $44,951 ,$47,449 $49,946 $50,346 $50,
G22 $42,944 $45,470 $47,996 $50,522 $50,922 $51,
G22A $43,432 $45,987 $48,542 $51,097 $51,497 $51,
G22B $43,919 $46,502 $49,086 $51,669 $52,069 $52,
G22C $44,407 $47,019 $49,631 $52,243 $52,643 $52,
.
G23 $44,894 $47,535 $50,176 $52,817 $53,217 $53,
:
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-
50
evity
15
512
086
659
234
808
382
955
532
105 .
679
253
827
399
977
547
696
272
847
419
993
567
Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
$45,383 $48,053 $50,722 $53,392 $53,792 $54,142 $54,592 $55,092
$45,870 $48,568 $51,267 $53,965 $54,365 $54,715 $55,165 $55,665
$46,360 $49,087 $51,814 $54,541 $54,941 $55,291 $55,741 $56,241
$46,845 $49,601 $52,356 $55,112 $55,5.12 $55,862 $56,132 $56,812
$47,335 $50,119 $52,904 $55,688 $56,088 $56,438 $56,888 $57,388
$47,824 $50,638 $53,451 $56,264 $56,664 $57,014 $57,464 $57,,964
$48,312 $51,154 $53,996 $56,838 $57,238 $57,588 $58,038 $58,538
$48,798 $51,668 $54,539 $57,409 $57,809 $58,159 $58,609 $59,109
$49,288 $52,187 $55,087 $57,986 $58,38'6 $58,736 $59,186 $59,686
$49,775 $52,703 $55,631 $58,559 $58,959 $59,309 $59,759 $60,259
$50,264 $53,221 $56,177 $59,134 $59,534 $59,884 $60,334 $60,834
$50,751 $53,736 $56,722 $59,707 $60,107 $60,457 $60,907 $61,407
$51,240 $54,254 $57,268 $60,282 $60,682 $61,032 $61,482 $61,982
$51,632 $54,670 $57,707 $60,744 $61; 144 $61,494 $61,944 $62,444
$52,026 $55,086 $58,147 $61,207 $61,607 $61,957 $62,407 $62,907
$52,419 $55,502 $58,586 $61,669 $62,069 $62,419 $62,869 $63,369
$52,812 $55,919 $59,025 $62,132 $62,532 $62,882 $63,332 $63,832
$53,205 $56,335 $59,464 $62,594 $62,994 $63,344 $63,794 $64,294
$53,598 $56,751 $59,904 $63,057 $63,457 $63,807 $64,257 $64,757
$53,991 $57,167 $60,343 $63,519 $63,919 $64,269 , $64,719 $65,219
$54,385 $57,584 $60,783 $63,982 $64,382 $64,732 $65,182 $,65,682
$54,777 $58,000 $61,222 $64,444 $64,844 $65,194 $65,644 $66,144
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GRADE
2001
G23A
G23B
G23C
G24
G24A
G24B
G24C
G25
G25A
G25B
G25C
G26
G26A
G26B
G26C
G27
G27A
G27B
G27C
G28
G28A
G28B
STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,200 $1,7(}'D
,'I '
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,200 $1,70~
..'1
2001 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
'028C $55,170 $58,415 $61,661 $64,906 $65,306 $65,656 $66,106 $66,606
029 $55,564 $58,832 $62,101 $65,369 $65,769 $66,119 $66,569 $67,069
029A $55,956 $59,248 $62,539 $65,831 $66,23 1 $66,581 $67,031 $67,531
029B $56,350 $59,665 $62,979 .$66,294 $66,694 $67,044 $67,494 $67,994
029C $56,743 $60,080 $63,418 $66,756 $67,156 $67,506 $67,956 $68,456
030 $57,136 $60,497 $63,858 $67,219 $67,619 $67,969 $68,419 $68,919
030A $57,529 $60,913 $64,297 $67,681 $68,081 $68,431 $68,881 $69,381
,
030B $57,922 $61,330 $64,737 $68,144 $68,544 $68,894 $69,344 $69,844
G30C $58,315 $61,745
"
$65,176 $68,606 $69,006 $69,356. $69,806 $70,306
G 31 $58,709 $62,162 $65,616 $69,069 $69,469 $69,~ 19 $70,269 $70,769
G 31A $59,101 $62,578 $66,054 $69,531 $69,93 1 $70,281 $70,731 $71,231
G 31B $59,495 1$62,995 $66,494 $69,994 $70,394 $70,744 $71,194 $71,694
G31C $59,888 $63,410 $66,933 $70,456 $70,856 $71,206 $71,656 $72,156
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2002 SALARY SCHEDULE
,
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,300 $1,800
2002 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G7 $14,107 $14,937 $15,767 $16,598 $16,997 $17,347 $17,897 $18,397
G7A $14,611 $15,470 $16,330 $17,189 $17,589 $17,939 $18,489 $18,989
$15,118 $16,007 . $16,897 $17,786 I $18,1~6 $18,536 $19,086G7B $19,586
G7C $15,616 $16,535 $17,453 $18,373 $18,772 $19,122 $19,672 $20,172
G8 $16,124 $17,072 $18,021 $18,969 $19,369 $19,719 $20,269 $20,769
G8A $16,628 $17,606 $18,584 $19,562 $19,962 $20,3'12 $20,862 $21,362
G8B $17,132 $18,139 $19,147 . $20,155 $20,555 $20,905 $21,455 $21,955
G8C $17,632 $18,670 $19,707 $20,744 $21,144 $21,494 $22,044 $22,544 .
.
G9 $18,139 $19,206 $20,273 $21,340 $21,740 $22,090 $22,640 $23,140
G9A $18,642 $19,739 $20,835 $21,932 $22,332 $22,682 $23,232 $23,732
G9B $19,148 $20,274 $21,401 $22,528 $22,927 $23,277 $23,877 $24,327
i G9C $19,649 $20,804 $21,960 $23,116 $23,516 $23,866 $24,416 $24,916
G 10 $20,154 $21,340 $22,525
. $23,711 $24,111 $24,461 $25,011 $25,511
G lOA $20,659 $21,874 $23,090 $24,305 $24,705 $25,055 $25,605 . $26,105
GlOB $21,159 $22,404 $23,648 $24,893 $25,293 $25,643 $26,193 $26,693
G 10C $21,663 $22,937 $24,212 $25,486 $25,886 $26,236 $26,786 $27,286
G 11 $22,171 $23,475 $24,779 $26,083 $26,483 $26,833 $27,383 $27,883
G 11A $22,672 $24,006 $25,339 $26,673 $27,073 $27,423 $27,973 $28,473
GlIB $23,175 $24,538 $25,902 $27,265 $27,665 $28,015
. $28,565 $29,065 .
G 11C $23,684 $25,077 $26,470 $27,863 $28,263 $28,613 $29,163 . $29,663
G 12 $24,185 $25,608 $27,030 $28,452 $28,853 $29,203 $29,753 $30,253
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GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,300 $1,800
2002 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G 12A $24,687 $26,140 $27,592 $29,045 $29,444 $29,794 $30,344 $30,844
G 12B $25,192 $26,674 $28,156 $29,638 $30,038 $30,388 $30,938 $31,438
G 12C $25,697 $27,209 $28,720 $30,231 $30,632 $30,982 $31,532 $32,032
G 13 $26,201 $27,742 $29,284 $30,825 $3 1,225 $31,575 $32,125 $32,625
G 13A $26,707 $28,278 $29,849 $31,420 $31,820 $32,170 $32,720 $33,220
G 13B $27,205 $28,805 $30,406 $32,006 $32,406 $32,756 $33,306 $33,806
G 13C $27,715 $29,345 $30,976 $32,606 $33,006 $33,356 $33,906 $34,406
G 14 $28,217 $29,876 $31,536 $33,196 $33,596 $33,946 $34,496 $34~996
G 14A $28,721 $30,411 $32,100 $33,790 $34,190 $34,540 $35,090 $35,590
G 14B $29,224 $30,943 $32,662 $34,381 $34,781 $35,131 $35,681 $36,181
G 14C $29,727 $31,476 $33,224 $34,972 $35,373 $35,723 $36,273 $36,773
G 15 $30,229 $32,008 $33,786 $35,565 $35,964 $36,314 $36,864 $37,364
G 15A $30,736 $32,544 $34,352 . $36,160 $36,560 $36,910 $37,460 $37,960
G 15B $31,241 $33,079 $34,916 $36,754 $37,154 . $37,504 $38,054 $38,554.
G 15C $31,742 $33,609 $35,476 $37,344 $37,743 $38,093 $39,643 $39,134
G 16 $32,247 $34,144 $36,041 $37,938 $38,338 $38,688 $39,238 .$39,738
G 16A $32,750 $34,677 $36,603 $38,530 $38,930 $39,280 $39,"830 $40,330
G 16B $33,255 $35,211 . $37,167 $39,123 $39,523 $39,873 $40,423 $40,923
G 16C $33,756 $35,742 $37,727- $39,713 $40,113 $40,463 $41,013 $41;513
G 17 $34,260 $36,275 $38,291 . $40,306 $40,706 $41,056 $41,606 $42,106
G 17A $34,767 $36,812 $38,857 $40,902 $41,302 $41,652 $42,202 $42,702
G 17B $35,271 $37,345 $39,420 $41,495 $41,895 .$42,245 $42,795 $43,295
G 17C $35,774 $37,878 $39,983 $42,087 $42,487 $42,837 $43,387 $43,887
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Years Years Years Years ..
$36,277 $38,411 $40,545 $42,679 $43,079 $43,429 $43,979 $44,479
$36,780 $38,944 $41,107 $43,271 $43,671 $44,021 $44,571 $45,071
$37,285 $39,478 $41,672 $43,865 $44,265 $44,615 $45,165 $45,665
$37,788 $40,011 $42,234 $44,457 $44,857 $45,207 $45,757 $46,257
$38,292 $40,545 $42,797 $45,050 $45,450 $45,800 $46,350 $46,850
$38,795 $41,078 $43,360 $45,641 $46,042 $46,392 $46,942 $47,442
$39,302 $41,613 $43,925 $46,238 $46,637 $46,987 $47,537 $48,037
$39,805 $42,146 $44,488 $46,829 $47,229 $47,579 $48,129 $48,629
$40,308 $42,680 $45,051 $47,421 $47,822 $48,172 $48,722 $49,222
$40,813 $43,213 $45,613 $48,015 $48,414 $48,764 $49,314 $49,814
$41,3 16 $43,746 $46,177 $48,607 $49,007 $49,357 $49,907 $50,407
$41,818 $44,278 $46,738 $49,197 $49,598 $49,948 $50,498 $50,998
$42,325 $44,815 $47,304 $49,794 $50,'194 $50,544 $51,094 $51,594
$42,826 $45,345 $47,864 $50,383 $50,783 $51,133 $51,683 $52,183
$45,882 $48,431 $50,980 I $51,380 $51,730 $52,280$43,333 $52,780 .
$43,834 $46,412 $48,991 $51,569 $51,969 $52,3 19
. $52,869 $53,369
$44,339 $46,948 $49,556 $52,163 $52,564 $52,914 $53,464 $53,964
$44,844 $47,482 $50,120 $52,758 $53,158 $53,508 $54,058 . $54,558
$45,346 $48,013 $50,681 $53,348 $53,748 $54,098 $54,648 $55,148
$45,849 $48,547 $51,244 $53,941 $54,341 $54,691 $55,241 $55,741
$46,354 $49,081 $51,807 $54,534 $54,934 $55,284 $55,834 $56,334
$46,858 $49,614 $52,371 $55,127 $55,527 $55,877 $56,427 $56,927
$47,361 $50,147 $52,933 $55,719 $56,119 $56,469 I $57,019 $57,519
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GRADE
2002
G 18
G 18A
G 18B
G 18C
G 19
G 19A
G 19B
G 19C
G20
G20A
G20B
G20C
G 21
G21A
G21B
G21C
G22
G22A
G22B
G22C
G23
G23A
G23B
STEP 1 STEP 3 $1,80.0
Longevity
21+
STEP 2 $400
Longevity
6 to 10
STEP 4
Grade Rate
$750
Longevity
11 to 15
$1,300
Longevity
16 to 20
:
<c
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,300 $1,80:0
2002 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
I
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G23C $47,866 $50,683 $53,498 $56,313 $56,714 $57,064 $57,614 $58,114
I
G24 $48,368 $51,213 $54,058 $56,903 $57,303 $57,653 $58,203 $58,703
G24A $48,873 $51,748 $54,623 . $57,498 I $57,898 $58,248 $58,798 $59,298
G24B $49,378 $52,284 $55,188 $58,092 $58,493 . $58,843 $59,393 $59,893
G24C $49,883 $52,816 $55,751 $58,686 $59,085 $59,435 $59,985 $60,485
G25 $50,384 $53,347 $56,311 . $59,275 $59,675 $60,025 $60,575 $61,075
G25A $50,890 $53,884 $56,877 $59,870 $60,271 $60,621 $61, 171 $61,671
G25B $51,392 $54,416 $57,439 $60,462 . $60,862 $61,212 $61,762 $62,262
G25C $51,898 $54,950 $58,003 $61,056 $61,456 $61,806 $62,356 $62,856
G26 $52,400 $55,482 $58,565 $61,648 $62,047 $62,397 $62,947 $63,447
G26A $52,905 $56,017 $59,129 $62,241 $62,641 $62,991 $63,541 $64,041
G26B $53,311 $56,446 $59,582 $62,718 $63,118 $63,468 $64,018 $64,518
G26C $53,717 $56,876 $60,036 $63,196 $63,596 $63,946 . $64,496 $64,996
G27 $54,122 $57,306 $60,489 $63,673 $64,073 $64,423 $64,973 $65,473
G27A $54,528 $57,736 $60,943 $64,151 $64,551 $64,901 $65,451 $65,951
G27B $54,934 $58,165 $61,397 $64,628 $65,028 $65,378 $65,928 $66,428
G27C $55,340 $58,595 $61,851 $65,106 $65,506 $65,856 $66,406 $66,906
G28 $55,746 $59,025 $62,304 $65,583 $65,983 $66,333 $66,883 $67,383
G28A $56,152 $59,455 $62,758 $66,061 $66,461 $66,811 $67,361 $67,861
G28B $56,558 $59,884 $63,211 $66,538 $66,938 $67,288 $67,838 $68,338
G28C $56,964 $60,313 $63,664 $67,016 $67,415 . $67,765 $68,315 $68,815
G29 $57,369 $60,744 $64,118 $67,493 $67,893 $68,243 $68,793 $69,293
G29A $57,775 $61,174 $64,572 $67,971 $68,371 $68,721 $69,271 $69,771
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GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,300 $1,80.0
. .
2002 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+ .
Years Years Years Years
$58,181 $61,604 $65,027 $68,448 $68,849 $69,199 $69,749 $70,249
$58,587 $62,033 $65,480 $68,926 $69,326 $69,676 $70,226 $70,726
$58,993 $62,464 $65,934 $69,403 $69,804 $70,154 $70,704 $71,204
$59,399 $62,893 $66,387 $69,881 $70,281 $70,631 $71,181 $71,681
$59,805 $63,323 $66,841 $70,358 $70,759 $71,109 $71,659 $72,159
$60,211 $63,752 $67,294 $70,836 $71,236 $71,586 $72,136 $72,636
$60,616 $64,183 $67,748 $71,313 $71,714 $72,064 $72,614 $73,114
$61,022 $64,612 $68,201 $71,791 $72,191 $72,541 $73,091 . $73,591
$61,428 $65,042 $68,656 $72,268 $72,669 $73,019 $73,569 $74,069
$61,834 $65,471 $69,109 $72,746 $73,146 $73,496 $74,046 $74,546
-.
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G29B
G29C
G30
G30A
G30B
G30C
G 31
G31A
G 3IB
G 3IC
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,400 $1,900
2003 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity . Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G7 $14,601 $15,460 $16,319 $17,178 $17,578 $17,928 $18,578 $19,078
G7A $15,122 $16,012 $16,901 $17,791 $18,191 $18,541 $19,191 . $19,691
G7B $15,648 $16,568 $17,489 $18,409 $18,809 $19,159 $19,809 $20,309
. G7C $16,163 $17,113 $18,064 $19,015 $19,415 $19,765 $20,415 $20,915
G8 $16,688 $17,670 $18,651 $19,633 $20,033 $20,383 $21,033 $21,533
G8A $17,210 $18,222 $19,235 $20,247 $20,647 $20,997 $21,647 $22,147
G8B $17,731 $18,774 $19,817 $20,860 $21,260 $21,610 $22,260 $22,760
G8C $18,249 $19,323 $20,396 $21,470 $21,870 $22,220 $22,870 $23,370
IG9 $18,774 $19,878 $20,983 $22,087 $22,487 $22,837 $23,487 $23,987
i G9A $19,295 $20,430 $21,565 $22,700 $23,100 $23,450 $24,100 $24,600
G9B $19,818 $20,983 $22,149 $23,3 I 5 $23,715 $24,065 $24,715 $25,215
G9C $20,336 $21,532 $22,729 $23,925 $24,325 $24,675 $25,325 $25,825
G 10 $20,860 $22,087 $23,314 $24,541 I $24,941 $25,291 $25,941 $26,441
G lOA $21,383 $22,640 $23,898 $25,156 $25,556 $25,906 $26,556 $27,056
GlOB $21,899 $23,188 $24,476 $25,764 $26,164 $26,514 $27,164 $27,664
G 10C $22,421 $23,740 $25,059 $26,378 $26,778 $27,128 $27,778 $28,278
G 11 $22,947 . $24,296 $25,646 $26,996 $27,396 $27,746 $28,396 $28,896
GilA $23,466 $24,846 $26,227 $27,607 $28,007 $28,357 $29,007 $29,507
GliB $23,986 $25,397 $26,808 $28,219 $28,619 $28,969 $29,619 $30,119
G llC $24,512 $25,954 $27,396 $28,838 $29,238 $29,588 $30,238 $30,738
G 12 $25,032 $26,504 $27,977 $29,449 $29,849 $30,199 $30,849 $31,349
APPENDIX "c"
2003 SALARY SCHEDULE
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GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,400 $1,9'O~ '~'
2003 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G 12A $25,552 $27,055 $28,558 $30,061 $30,4'61 $30,811 $31,461 $31,961
G 12B $26,074 $27,607 $29,141 $30,675 $31,075 $31,425 $32,075 $32,575
I
G 12C $26,596 $28,161 $29,725 .$31,290 $31,690 $32,040 $32,690 $33,190
G 13 $27,118 $28,714 $30,309 $31,904 $32,304 $32,654 $33,304 $33,804
G 13A $27,642 $29,268 $30,894 $32,520 $32,920 $33,270 $33,920 $34,420
G 13B $28,157 $29,813 $31,470 $33,126 $33,526 $33,876 $34,526 $35,026
G 13C $28,685 $30,372 $32,060 $33,747 $34,147 $34,497 $35,147 $35,647
G 14 $29,204 $30,922 $32,640 $34,358 $34,758 $35,108 $35,758 $36,258
G 14A $29,727 $31,476 $33,224 $34,973 $35,373 $35,723 $36,373 $36,873
G 14B $30,246 $32,026 $33,805 $35,584 $35,984 $36,334 $36,984 $37,484
G 14C $30,767 $32,577 $34,387 $36,197 $36,597 $36,947 $37,597 $38,097
G 15 $31,288 $33,128 $34,969 $36,809 $37,209 $37,559 $38,209 $38,709
G 15A $31,812 $33,683 $35,555 $37,426 $37,826 $38,176 $38,826 $39,326
G 15B $32,334 $34,236 $36,138 $38,040 $38,440 $38,790 -$39,440 $39,940
G 15C $32,852 $34,785 $36,717 $38,650 $39,050 $39,400 $40,050 $40,550
<,
$35,339 $37,303 $39,266 $39,666 $40,016 $40,666 $41,166G 16.. $33,376
G 16A $33,897 $35,891 $37,885 $39,879 $40~279 . $40,629 $41,279 $41,779
G 16B $34,418 $36,443 $38,467 $40,492 $40,892 $41,242 $41,892 $42,392
G 16C $34,938 $36,993 $39,048 $41,103 $41,503 $41,853 $42,503 $43,003
G 17 $35,459 $37,545 $39,631 $41,717 $42, 117 $42,467 $43, 117 $43,617
G 17A $35,984 $38,101 $40,217 $42,334 $42,734 $43,084 $43,734 $44,234
i G 17B $36,505 $38,652 $40,800 $42,947 $43,347 $43,697 $44,347 $44,847
I $41,382 $43,560 $43,960 $44,310 II G 17C I $37,026 $39,204 I $44,960 $45,460
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I GRADE
2003
G 18
G 18A
G 18B
G 18C
G 19
G 19A
G 19B
G 19C
G20
I G20A
G20B
G20C
G21
. G21A
G21B
G21C
G22
G22A
G22B
G22C
G23
G23A
G23B
STEP 1
$37,547
$38,067
$38,590
$39,111
$39,633
$40,153
$40,677
$41,198
$41,720
$42,240
$42,762
$43,282
$43,806
$44,324
$44,849
$45,368
$45,891
$46,414
$46,933
$47,455
$47,977
$48,498
$49,019
-
STEP 2
$39,756
$40,306
$40,860
$41,412
$41,964
$42,515
$43,069
$43,621
$44,174
$44,725
$45,277
$45,828
$46,383
$46,931
$47,488
$48,037
$48,591
$49,144
$49~693
$50,246
$50,799
$51,350
$51,902
~
STEP 3
$41,964
$42,546
$43,130
$43,712
$44,296
$44,877
$45,462
$46,045
$46,628
$47,209
$47,793
$48,374
$48,960
$49,539
$50~126
$50,705
$51,290
$51,875
$52,454
$53,038
$53,621
$54,203
$54,786
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STEP 4
Grade Rate
$44,173
$44,785
$45,400
$46,013
$46,627
$47,239
$47,855
$48,468
$49,082
$49,694
$50,308
$50,920
$51,537
$52,146
$52,764
$53,374
$53,990
$54,605
$55,215
$55,829
$56,443
$57,056
$57,669
.
.
$400
Longevity
6 to 10
Years
$44,573
$45,185
$45,800
$46,413
$47,027
$47,639
, $48,255
$48,868
$49,482
$50,094
$50,708
$51,320
$51,937
$52,546
$53,164
$53,774
$54,390
$55,005
$55,615
$56,229
$56,843
$57,456
$58,069
.
«
$750
Longevity
11 to 15
Years
$44,923
$45,535
$46,150
$46,763
$47,377
$47,989
$48,605
$49,218
$49,832
$50,444
$51,058
$51,670
$52,287
. $52,896
$53,514
$54,124
$54,740
$55,355
$55,965
$56,579
.$57,193
$57,806
$58,419
Page 54
$1,400
Longevity
16 to 20
Years
$45,573
$46,185
$46,800
$47,413
$48,027
$48,639
$49,255
$49,868
$50,482
. $51,094
$51,708
$52,320
$52,937
$53,546
$54,164
$54,774
$55,390
$56,005
$56,615
$57,229
$57,843
$58,456
$59,069
$1,900 '. '. :J
Longevity
21+
Years
$46,073
$46,685
$47,300
$47,913
$48,527
$49,139
$49,755
$50,368
$50,982
$51,594
$52,208
$52,820
$53,437
$54,046
$54,664
$55,274
$55,890
$56,505
$57,115
$57,729
$58,343
$58,956
$59,569
., ,
~... , .
Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
"
-
$49,542 $52,456 $55,371 $58,285 $58,685 $59,035 $59,685 $60,185
"
$50,061 $53,005 $55,950 $58,895 $59,295 $59,645 $60,295 $60,795
$50,583 $53,559 $56,534 $59,510 $59,910 '$60,260 $60,910 $61,410
$51,107 $54,113 $57,120 $60,126 $60,526 $60,876 $61,526 $62,026
$51,628 $54,665 $57,702 $60,739 $61,139 $61,489 $62,139 $62,639
$52,147 $55,215 $58,282 $61,350 $61,750 $62,100 $62,750 $63,250
$52,671 $55,769 $58,868 $61,966 $62,366 $62,716 $63,366 $63,866
$53,191 $56,320 $59,449 $62,578 $62,978 $63,328 $63,978 $64,478
$53,714 $56,874 $60,033 $63,193 $63,593 $63,943 $64,593 $65,093
$54,234 $57,424 $60,615 $63,805 $64,205 $64,555 $65,205 $65,705
$54,756 $57,977 $61,198 $64,419 $64,~ 19 $65,169 $65,819 $66,319
$55,176 $58,422 $61,667 $64,913 $65,313 $65,663 $66,313 $66,813
$55,597 $58,867 $62,138 $65,408 I $65,808 $66,158 $66,808 $67,308
$56,017 $59,312 $62,607 $65,902 $66,302 $66,652 $67,302 $67,802
$56,437 $59,756 $63,076 $66,396 $66,796 $67,146 $67,796 $68,296
$56,856 $60,201 $63,545 $66,890 $67,290 $67,640 $68,290 $68,790
$57,277 $60,646 $64,016 . $67,385 $67,785 $68,135 $68,785 $69,285
$57,696 $61,090 $64,484 $67,878 $68,278 $68,628 $69,278 $69,778
$58,117 $61,536 $64,954 $68,373 $68,773 $69,123 $69,773 $70,273
$58,537 $61,980 $65,424 $68,867 $69,267 $69,617 $70,267 $70,767
$58,957 $62,425 $65,893 $69,361 $69,761 .$70,111 $70,761 $71,261
$59,377 $62,869 $66,362 $69,855 $70,255 $70,605 $71,255 $71,755
$59,797 $63,315 $66,832 $70,350 $70,750 $71,100 $71,750 $72,250
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GRADE
2003
G23C
G24
G24A
G24B
G24C
G25
G25A
G25B
G25C
G26
G26A
G26B
G26C
G27
G27A
G27B
! G27C
G28
G28A
G28B
G28C
G29
G29A
STEP 1 STEP 3
A ,-,. ..
$1 900 'STEP 2 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1 400
. .
"
. ,.
-GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 $400 $750 $1,400 $1,90:9 ,
2003 Grade Rate Longevity Longevity Longevity Longevity
6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 21+
Years Years Years Years
G29B $60,218 $63,760 $67,303 $70,845 $71,245 $71,595 $72,245 $72,745
G29C $60,637 $64,204 $67,771 $71,338 $71,738 $72,088 $72,738 $73,238
I
G30 $61,058 $64,650 $68,241 .$71,833 $72,233 $72,583 $73,233 $73,733
G30A $61,478 $65,094 $68,711 $72,327 $72,727 $73,077 $73,727 $74,227
G30B $61,899 $65,540 $69,181 $72,822 $73,222 $73,572 $74,222 $74,722
G30C $62,318 $65,983 $69,649 $73,315 $73,715 $74,065 $74,715 $75,215
G 31 $62,738 $66,429 $70,119 $73,810 $74,210 $74,560 $75,210 $75,710
G31A $63,158 $66,874 $70,589 $74,304 $74,704 $75,054 $75,704 $76,204
G 31B $63,578 $67,318 $71,058 $74,798 $75,198 $75,548 $76,198 $76,698
G31C $63,998 $67,763 $71,527 $75,292 $75,692 $76,042 $76,692 $77,192
..
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APPENDIX "D"
SICK TIME DONATION POLICY
1. The employee donating the sick time must maintain a minimum of 12 sick days for their own use.
2. The employee to whom the sick time is being donated must use all sick and personal leave credits. The
employee may not be compelled to use compensatory time, in accordance with the Family Medical Leave
Act.
3. The donated sick time must be used for reason for sickness or disability of the employee or the employee's
husband, wife, son, daughter, mother, father, father-in-law or mother-in-law.
4. Sick time may not be donated to any employee with less than six (6) months employment with the County.
5. Only those number of days actually needed will be allowed to be donated.
6. Employees terminating their employment may 'not donate their sick time to another employee except under
the conditions listed above.
PROCEDURE FOR DONATIONS WITHIN A COUNTY DEPARTMENT:
The request to donate sick time must be submitted in writing to the Department Head.
The Department Head will then verify if the above conditions are satisfied. If those conditions are satisfied,
then the donation will be allowed. The Payroll staff will be notified in writing so that the appropriate
changes may be made.
If the conditions are not satisfied, then the donation will not be allowed.
In either event, the Department Head shall respond in writing to the request.
PROCEDURE FOR DONATIONS BETWEEN COUNTY DEPARTMENTS:
1. The request to donate sick time must be submitted in writing to the Department Head of the donating
employee.
2. The Department Head shall verify whether the donating employee has the requisite amoWlt of time, then the ~
request shall be granted and forwarded to the Department Head of the donatee employee.
,
'
If the Department Head confmns that the donating employee has the requisite amount of time, then the
request shall be granted and forwarded to the Department Head of the donatee employee.
3.
4. Upon receiving the request, the Department Head of the donatee employee shall verify that the conditions
to receive donated sick leave are satisfied. If so, then the donation shall be allowed.
5. If those conditions are not satisfied, then the Department Head of the donatee employee shall notify the
donator, the donatee, and the Department Head of the donator that the donation will not be allowed. This
notification shall be in writing and cite the conditione s), which is not satisfied.
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